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I dedicate this book to my wife Irina 

“If you don’t think about the future you can’t have one”.  
(John Galsworthy) 

 

Background 

From the early days of science, scholars were interested in 
intellect as an attribute of an individual and a socialization condition. 
Thus, Socrates (Ahbel-Rappe and Kamtekar, 2005) identified 
education as a major characteristic of a cultured person; Francis 
Bacon (Henry, 2002) regarded intelligence as one of the three bases 
for dividing sciences into classes. The founder of sociology, Auguste 
Comte (Comte, 1853) who substantiated the notions of social statics 
and social dynamics, proposed a mechanism of social development 
based upon intellectual evolution of human consciousness. He 
considered science as the highest manifestation of intellectual 
evolution. Herbert Spencer (Spencer, 1969) paid special attention to 
the analysis of the influence of collective activity on the social 
evolution. Emile Durkheim (Durkheim, 1982) explained appearance 
of social phenomena with certain needs of the society contemporary 
to that epoch. Many scholars of corporate culture rely upon the 
concept of «social facts» that they introduced, i.e., ideas, norms, and 
values collectively developed by the people. Collectivity, according to 
E. Durkheim, is a major social factor. Max Weber’s theory (Weber, 
1968) entitled Understanding Sociology permitted to shift the accent 
in learning the social facts towards consciousness of a subject of 
social action and analysis of its motivational and value realm. Many 
problems of self-realization are viewed today through the prism of 
«purposeful-rational action», which is one of the four ideal types of 
social action described by Max Weber. The study of social action 
continued by Talcott Parsons (Parsons and Shils, 1951) as part of the 
structural and functional analysis provided an opportunity to 
examine their situational nature. The issue of relationship between 
consciousness and action analyzed in the Marxist sociology as a 
dialectic interaction gave an impulse to the development of the 
action-based approach in the Russian human science research, 
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including, among others, the psychological works of L. S. Vygodsky 
and A. N. Leontiev.  

 
Karl Mannheim (Mannheim, 1929/1936), a prominent 

knowledge sociologist, formulated and substantiated the ideas of 
socio-cultural knowledge determination. Communication theories of 
Marshall McLuhan (McLuhan, 1964), John Naisbitt (Naisbitt, 2001), 
Patricia Aburden (Aburdene, 2005), Alvin Toffler (Toffler, 1984), and 
Manuel Castells (Castells, 1996) determined the specifics of post-
industrialism, which is observed in the increased influence of 
information and professional knowledge upon the development of 
the modern society. Кarin Knorr Cetina  (Knorr-Cetina, 1981) 
reviewed the social mechanisms of knowledge generation using the 
example of natural sciences, similarly to the natural selection in the 
biological evolution. French anthropologist Bruno Latour and British 
sociologist Steven Woolgar (Latour and Woolgar, 1986) 
demonstrated from the perspective of the social constructivism how 
non-systematized knowledge is put in order. Annie Brooking 
(Brooking, Annie, 1998) proposed a term «intellectual capital» (IC), 
and L. Edvinsson and M. S. Malone (Edvinsson and Malone, 1997) 
analyzed its accumulation within an organization. Pierre Bourdier 
(Bourdieu, 1991) regarded IC as a combination of cultural capital (in 
particular, its three major states: incorporated, objective and 
institutionalized) and social capital. He demonstrated how one form 
of capital is transformed into another one. Lev Baruch (Baruch, 2001) 
proposed a technology for measuring and monitoring the IC growth. 
Karl-Erik Sveiby1 identified 25 methods of measuring IC, which he 
grouped into four categories. Ikujiro Nonaka and Hiro Takeuchi were 
pioneers in connecting the effectiveness of the Japanese companies 
with their ability to generate new knowledge and apply it for 
industrial production of products and technologies (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995). They provided an inside perspective of the Japanese 
companies towards the organizational aspects of new knowledge 
generation. 

                                                           
1 The Knowledge Organization Introduction, Celemi, 1994; 
http://www.sveiby.com/Portals/0/articles/IntellectualCapital.html 

http://www.sveiby.com/Portals/0/articles/IntellectualCapital.html
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 The Russian specialists also examine various aspects of 
intellectual capital in an organization. However, the literature lacks a 
unified sociological concept of governing the professional and 
intellectual potential. 

 
In our research we fulfill the task of substantiating the 

information and communication approach to analyzing the education 
ecosystem through conducting interdisciplinary study of the 
professional environment of a modern organization.  

 

Introduction 
 
The author examined a great variety of different approaches to 

governing professional development, each of which emphasizes a 
certain aspect – economic, psychological, sociological, and others. 
We consider all of the aforementioned methodologies important and 
valuable; however, an information and communication approach to 
analyzing of professional space is proposed for the purposes of this 
research, which is based on the structural and functional approaches 
developed by the Russian scholars. The conceptual model of 
professional space is built using these methodological guidelines.  

 
The definition of "professional space" was created in our 

papers in Russian earlier (Kapterev, 1990). The author uses this term 
to describe constantly changing fragment of social space that consists 
mainly of four key structural elements: (a) dynamics of professional 
activity objects, i.e., production, distribution and exchange of the 
resulting products; (b) dynamics of communication between the 
objects of professional activity; (c) dynamics of professional 
consciousness, i.e., changing attitude towards the modifications of 
the first two types inside and outside the organization; and (d) 
dynamics of professional culture, i.e., tangible professional memory.  

It has been demonstrated that although professional and 
intellectual potential has informational nature, it is simultaneously 
characterized with such attributes as productivity, structure, and 
latency. These qualities make it necessary not to limit personal 
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knowledge to latent and public knowledge to tangible kind. The study 
justified differentiation of the professional and intellectual potential 
according to its systematization levels: (a) intuitive knowledge 
(associations, opinions, hypotheses); (b) conceptual knowledge 
(thesauri, frames, semantic networks); and (c) systematized 
knowledge (rules, theorems, laws). The issue of converting 
information into knowledge and vice versa is examined as a process 
of “objectification” – the “objectivation” of professional and 
intellectual potential. This process is informational in its nature, 
educational in its form, and subjective in its character. The author 
identified the following knowledge types in education ecosystem: (а) 
deep (fundamental); (b) strategic (ensuring success); and (c) 
innovation knowledge. 

As a result, the author’s definitions have been formulated 
(Kapterev, 2005):  

 

(1) Governing the professional and intellectual potential – 
interdisciplinary field of scientific research and a systematic process 
of creating, using and developing the innovation technologies of 
transforming the individual knowledge and specialists’ experience in 
such a way that would apply the knowledge and experience to the 
processes, services and products offered by an organization to reach 
its strategic goals.  

 
(2) From the technological standpoint, governing the 

professional and intellectual potential represents modeling, forming, 
using and developing the corporate system of governing the 
professional and intellectual potential, including: (a) corporate model 
of external environment and internal business processes; (b) 
corporate information system; (c) corporate knowledge 
management system (KMS); and (d) corporate learning management 
system (LMS). 

 
As we have demonstrated in our papers, the foreign methods 

of governing the professional and intellectual potential assume by 
default the presence of identified (and, usually, also formalized) 
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business processes and view the company management as managing 
a system of interrelated business processes. This is reflected in the 
international standards for quality management. However, the 
Russian practice shows that clear understanding of which processes 
take place within an organization is not an attribute of many 
companies. Therefore, it is feasible to separate the independent 
types of professional  knowledge, which is required for managing the 
professional and intellectual potential of a company: (а) knowledge 
about process – knowledge of the company structure, business 
processes and functions that take place, areas of responsibility, work 
rules; (b)  knowledge about people, which add their competency, 
qualification, use of technology, and responsibility for the quality of 
work; (c) knowledge about systems; and (d) knowledge about goals. 

 
Knowledge generation is not the ultimate self-purpose of the 

professional and intellectual potential governance projects. Their 
strategy should be related to the business goals and desired results 
of organization’s work. Forming the corporate knowledge 
management system (KMS) is defined as a permanent cyclical 
process consisting of four stages: (а) assessment of external trends; 
(b) selection of knowledge management strategy; (c) selection of 
software for knowledge management; and (d) achievement of real 
business results. 

 

We explained five basic management processes of the 
professional and intellectual potential: (а) creating professional 
knowledge; (b) systematization; (c) providing access; (d) organizing 
search; and (e) use. We also identified four types of technology, 
which ensure the functionality of the professional and intellectual 
potential governance decisions: semantic, team-working, 
visualization, scalability technologies. The spectrum of their 
application ranges from tactical to strategic use. 

 
The major means supporting the governance of professional 

and intellectual potential include: (а) data mining and text mining, 
which imply identifying meaningful regularities from the archival or 
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input-output data; (b) document management systems – storage, 
archival, indexing, document markup and publication; (c) means of 
organizing collaborative work – Internet, teamwork technologies, 
synchronized and non-synchronized conferences; (d) corporate 
knowledge portals; and (e) decision support systems — expert 
systems supporting discussion groups, etc. For example, the 
following functional structure of a corporate information portal is 
proposed: (а) portal’s search system; (b) news section for publishing 
the latest events and programs related to a certain topic; (c) forum 
for discussing the topical themes and documents related to various 
aspects; (d) annual calendar of subject areas reflecting all the major 
professional events; (e) idea and brainstorming section for initiating 
the creation and implementation of various projects and initiatives in 
a subject area as well as for proposing new forms of expanding 
professional communication; (f) partnership and collaboration – 
section introducing the currents and proposed programs and 
allowing for partner search or proposing own cooperation forms; and 
(g) expert council – section providing consulting assistance for 
organizing various projects in this sector of professional culture. 

 
In view of the global trends which have a direct impact on the 

problematic situation in the field of education, we distinguish the 
following sociocultural aspects of modern society’s informatization:  

(a) The intellectualization of professional activity, i.e. constant 
and increasing need to use a complete, objective, accurate and timely 
information in decision-making by everyone not only in 
management, but also in everyday life; 

(b) The diversification of structures of professional activity, i.e. 
the increasing tendency of the diversity of types, sizes, ownership of 
objects and subjects of professional activity;  

(c) The innovativeness of individual activities, i.e., accelerating 
of new methods’ and technologies’ development in all spheres of life;
 (d) The growth of knowledge capital value and the gradual 
transition in the rich countries to economic model, based on 
knowledge as a key element of GDP growth, in which intellectual 
capital becomes significant (often basic) element of the market value 
of the product and service;  
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(е) The growing trend to transfer to media based information 
space for documents’ production and using, combining different 
information types (text, graphics, animation, video, sound, etc.) and 
the computer using of media images’ creation, transmission and 
perception;  

(f) The virtualization of communication as a trend of 
communication-mediated forms of human communication that 
doesn’t allow to get the right   identification of controversial subjects;
 (g) The spread of the network nature of interpersonal 
communication, leading to an increase of contacts and their depth 
and empathy;  

(h) The growing importance of individual opinions in the 
structure of conventional knowledge and change of habitual forms of 
objectification of professional knowledge. 

 

Based upon the research conducted, the conceptual model of 
governing the professional and intellectual potential of an 
organization was constructed and substantiated. We used the 
methodology of the critical management factors (CMF) in order to 
build the goal structure [tree] in our model. The proposed system of 
governing the professional and intellectual potential includes 
previously examined processes, whose content is represented as a 
management object and could be put into the matrix of 
management factors in education ecosystem, which is represented 
by the Table 1. 

 
We used an opportunity to represent all of the factors form this 

matrix in a form of a figure reflecting the model of governing the 
professional and intellectual potential of educational ecosystem. The 
use of this model is a subject of the subsequent studies. 
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Table 1. The matrix of management factors in education ecosystem 

А –  

ele-
ments 
of 
profes-
sional 
space 

B –  

objects of 
profes-
sional 
space 
manageme
nt 

C –  

factors of 
structural 
aspect of 
profes-
sional 
space 
develop-
ment 

D –  

factors of 
functional 
aspect of 
profes-
sional 
space 
develop-
ment 

E –   

needs 
(according 
to 
Abraham 
Maslow) 

F –  

levels of 
reflexivity 
in profes-
sional 
activity 

G –  

types of 
profes-
sional 
know-
ledge 

H – 
func-
tions of 
profes-
sional 
know-
ledge 

I – 
organization-
nal goals of 
governing the 
professional 
and 
intellectual 
potential 

J                –  

elements of 
corporate 
system of 
governing the 
professional 
and intellectual 
potential 

K              -  

stages of 
governing the 
professional 
and 
intellectual 
potential 

L - 
technologies 
of governing 
the 
professional 
and 
intellectual 
potential 

activity processes diversify-
cation of 
activity 
structures 

informati-
zation of 
activity  

safety needs technologi-
cal 

knowledge 
about 
processes 

praxeo-
logical 

increasing 
competency 
levels 

corporate model 
of external 
environment and 
internal business 
processes 

assessment of 
external trends 

semantic 
technologies 

com-
muni-
cation 

participants corporatiza-
tion 

interactive 
nature of 
commu-
nication 

need in 
respect 

managerial know-
ledge about 
people 

communi
cative 

expanding 
access to 
professional 
information 

corporate 
information 
system 

selection of 
knowledge 
management 
strategy 

collaborative 
technologies 
(teambuilding 
and team-
working) 

conscio
usness 

priorities virtualiza-
tion of 
organiza-
tions 

intellectualiz
ation of 
professional 
decisions 

social needs theoretical knowledge 
about 
systems 

cogni-
tive 

raising 
effectiveness 

corporate 
knowledge 
management 
system (KMS) 

selection of 
software for 
knowledge 
management 

visualization 
technologies 

culture approaches  transfer of 
knowledge 

innova-
tiveness 

need in self-
actualization 

methodo-
logical 

knowledge 
about goals 

axiolo-
gical 

growth of 
innovativeness 

corporate learning 
management 
system (LMS) 

achieving 
actual business 
results 

scalability 
technologies 
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1. Bologna process in Russia: problems and prospects 
1.1. HEI as a core of education ecosystem 

 
HEIs are viewed as social institutions that support the ideas of 

democracy, government reforms, and actively promoting the progress 
of science, education, social and economic development, and culture. 
Services provided by educational institutions to the citizens of the 
Russian Federation are aimed at the development of cultural potential 
of Russian regions, ensuring competitiveness, the development of 
creativity, innovation and social well-being in society, shaping the 
orientation of identity and social groups based on values that ensure 
the successful modernization of the Russian society. 

The strategy for the development of education was identified in 
the State (National) program named "Development of education in 
Russian Federation for the 2013-2020”, including "modernization of 
the educational programs of vocational education, which provides the 
flexibility and customization of training based on new technologies".
  
  
In compliance with these priorities we believe it is necessary to focus 
on the following aspects: (a) factors of social and professional 
background; (b) system factors; (c) principles of professional 
education’s modernization; (d) methods of professional education’s 
modernization; (e) the potential risks. 
 The concept of modernizing the vocational education should 
cover mechanisms for the realization of social functions, educational 
institutions, taking into account the global, federal and regional 
external trends. There are a lot global challenges on the way to 
modernize the Russian higher school of the 21st century: 
v the transition to a brand new type of society, involving 

computerization of all spheres of life and public activities;   
v the transition to a new type of culture, involving the on-screen 

form perception as the dominant;  
v the transition to a new type of social communication, involving 

virtualization of contact;   
v the transition to a new type of institution based on the priority 

of intellectual professional activity;  
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It is important to investigate such trends in the course of the 
democratization of the Russian society and the introduction of 
liberalized management such as: 
v aggravation of social stratification;   
v radical change of values, priorities and changing the structure of 

leisure activities especially among the younger generations;   
v strengthening the diversity of needs and opportunities to meet 

them;   
v disparities in the development of Russian regions;  
v delegating of certain functions from public administration to 

public organizations;  
v increased migration flows and growing xenophobia.  

 

The Bologna process is a challenge to the Russian society in 
different aspects - economic, legal, social and cultural thought this 
matter was long ago decided positively in 1999. The point is to find out 
the right way of participation in the Bologna process: either to actively 
influence the new education policy and define Russia’s place in the 
European education market or introducing only some elements not 
requiring substantial financial costs. This problem originates from the 
old times of the Russian Emperor Peter the Great when he initiated 
the idea of creating in Russia a national system of university education 
(1724) in line with the “German model”.  At present there is a strong 
contradiction between the remnants of that system and the Bologna 
based Anglo-American model. The Russian system supposes a rigid 
teachers’ attachment to a chair or department in terms of work 
planning, reporting, academic and teaching matters; students are also 
strictly subordinated to curriculum selected at entrance. So, the 
existing in Russia model of higher education is contrary to the basic 
principles of the Bologna process: (a) individualization of educational 
process; (b) academic mobility of students and teachers; (с) modularity 
of educational programmes; (d) elective approach. 

 
Higher school modernization implies, first, an increase the 

manageability of the process of professionalization. Under the 
professionalization we understand multi-step and multi-level process, 
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involving: (a) the inclusion of the person in the profession with 
specialization in one of its destinations; (b) the availability of 
requirements to professional education and qualification; (c) the 
availability, on the one hand, of  public needs in enhancing the impact 
of the activity, which is reflected in the professional standards, and, on 
the other hand, in personal needs of a specialist for professional 
growth, which determines the objectives, motivations, satisfaction 
from his (her) work and creates his (her) professional position; (d) the 
recognition of the values of professional culture. 
  This means the development of practice-oriented teaching 
model in which research element becomes dominant, which 
guarantees future innovative practical student activity. One of the 
most serious problems of vocational training from our point of view is 
the desire of educational processes’ managers to give cognitive 
thesaurus for student instead of constructive thesaurus as the base of 
innovations. 

  

We know that in any field of professional activities it is necessary 
to transfer of information: (a) about the system of human activity and 
place of this kind in it; (b) about the fundamentals of professional 
language; (c) about the processes, operations and labor actions; (d) 
about the types of professional consciousness. The information system 
is poorly organized and structured in many Russian HEIs, and this 
prevents their further development.   

 
In the world of educational practice one can see trends of greater 

integration of educational content on the basis of modularity and 
elective approach. An educational module is a dedicated unit of 
educational content that has clear links with other modules and 
special development. This   linguistic and didactic category covers 
three key concepts: (a) orientation of the selection and structuring 
content, deriving from the taxonomy of learning objectives; (b) 
interchangeability of certain sections of the content, while respecting 
the principle of systematic and preservation training program as a 
whole; (c) practical suitability, providing an effective degree of future 
graduates’ orientation. Modular system has advantages and easy 
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upgrades. There is a significant excess of information in the traditional 
system, since the same material is interpreted in various disciplines, 
which causes unnecessary duplication and inevitably gaps and lack of 
connecting hubs between courses. The modular principle allows us to 
fix these shortcomings in many ways.  Modular organization of 
educational content offers good possibilities for individualization of 
education, promotes independent and more responsible decisions by 
each person at various stages of professionalization.  This paves the 
way to self-rule professional development based on the analysis, 
modeling, evaluation and adjustment.  

 
In the Bologna process there has been a change in the target 

orientation of pedagogical activities, moving from wide information to 
the paradigm of competency when goal is the formation of willingness 
and ability to solve professional problems. The term "competence" 
involves the development of a human ability to navigate in a variety of 
challenging work situations, the availability to solve the problems and 
responsibility for them on the basis of acquired knowledge. The 
identification of the competences has demanded changes in the 
content and education technologies in terms of their consumer 
orientation, transparency, objectives, processes and results, 
enhancing the practical component. 

We can see the changing of method for the formation of 
standards, which ensures the participation of employers, as well as 
changing the update principle based on professional standards in 
education. The new structure and the method for the formation of 
standards should make education open to innovation, to give flexibility 
to update educational programs and learning content in accordance 
with dynamically changing labour market requests and the needs of 
society. The tool for measuring such pedagogical achievements is the 
concept of quality management of education.  

Quality of education is understood as an integral feature of the 
education system, reflecting the extent to which actual progress made 
in educational results, regulatory requirements, social and personal 
expectations. The significance of evaluation of the activities of 
educational institutions and individual teachers increases in practice 
of modern education by the results obtained in the process of final 
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certification of students, and State accreditation of educational 
institutions. The education system introduces now: (a) control theory 
based on competence approach, (b) monitoring the quality of 
education, (c) monitoring the effectiveness of available resources in 
use. However, the results of external independent diagnostic 
procedures indicate a lack of quality education as a direct result of the 
educational process, depending on the condition and use of resources 
and the conditions of efficiency of processes, the intellectual potential 
of students. This contradiction proves the insufficient development 
and implementation of the system of HEI’s quality monitoring result as 
the integrating element of the education management system. 

It should be recognized that the professional education currently 
does not fully implement their potential in the shaping the 
competences of the graduates. Therefore is a need to modernize the 
contents and organization of education programmes for the socio-
professional stabilization, formation and development of the ability to 
graduate for a broader and systematically organized spectrum of 
professional action.  

 

Numerous contradictions in the labour market still exist due to 
the violation of the principles of the professionalization: (a) targeting; 
(b) LLL (Lifelong learning); (c) specific features of education ecosystem; 
(d) standards; (e) variability; (f) innovations; (g) reflexivity; (h) modular 
educational content.  

Therefore, analyzing the HEIs’ interaction with the labour market 
the following basic principles were used:  

1) Targeting is a fundamental principle, which involves matching 
objectives, contents, forms, tools, results of acquiring 
educational program to social and professional orientation. 

2) Lifelong learning (LLL) as a fundamental principle of modern 
society's development strategy, shaping and training the 
personality throughout life, in accordance with its interests, 
needs, abilities and opportunities to reach the top of 
professional skills. 

3) Education ecosystem’s specific features: ensures recognition of 
the priority of socially significant requirements for education, the 
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need to restructure the relationship of all components 
(motivationally-targeted, meaningful, specific organizational, 
evaluative, logic-successful information management) based on 
the ideas of modernization of education, where the main criteria 
are shaped by competence and practical results.  

4) Standards as the universal principle of a society development, 
production, education, providing unity of purpose, methods, 
results in accordance with professional standards and 
regulations. 

5) Variability - the principle that allows to follow both general 
standards and specific features of particular education 
programme, curricula, etc. 

6) Innovations - the creation and support of the system of 
pedagogical initiatives in accordance with the stages of the 
innovation cycle (initiative - local experiment - expertise – wide 
experiment – expertise – innovation in practice- expertise – best 
practices using). 

7) Reflexivity – the differences in respect of the subject of 
educational activities to the object. It depends on the content, 
position in the occupational hierarchy, level of 
professionalization, etc.  

8) Modular educational content for the purpose of education 
profiling, based on labour market needs, research and 
educational resource, logistics organization.  

Author's principle position is the idea of the need for systematic 
management of professional and intellectual capacities at all levels of 
social structure. It is shared by most of all heads of growing 
corporations in developed countries. They frankly study the growth of 
innovative values as an important component of financial and 
technological success of their businesses. 

We regret to say (this is confirmed by various studies) that 
developments in Russia have shown the opposite trend, the 
consequences of which had reduced the prestige of science and 
knowledge in the society. 
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The problematic situation on a labour market in Russia certainly 
requires a high-quality training system and highly skilled workers with 
a set of necessary competencies that meet the requirements of 
employers to effectively carry out professional activities. This should 
be treated as a vector for joint work of higher educational institutions 
and employers. Employers should be involved in the development of 
requirements for all levels of professional education: primary, 
secondary, higher professional education, retraining programmes at 
various levels. Employers together with HEIs need to clearly articulate 
the requirements to the professional characteristics of employees, 
which should be reflected first of all in professional standards and then 
in educational programs. 

Level of intellectualization of labour, requiring creative and 
professional attitude to work results and decisions has been growing 
steadily, and this is especially characteristic of industrial regions. 
Intellectualization is connected with labour modernization and 
automation of production. Training of specialists in certain fields and 
professions no longer reflects the modern requests of the real sector 
of the economy where structure of orders is dynamically changing now 
and there is a need for specialists’ professional mobility that possess a 
good basic training. 

In other words, factors and conditions referring to the above 
challenges are as follows: 
v the dynamic changes in the economic situation;  
v changes in employers’ human resources policies;  
v the existence of the contradiction between the need to interact 

and the reluctance of its exercise;  
v vagueness requirements of employers;  
v absence of forms and methods of effective interaction;  
v the emergence of third generation of educational standards 

based on competencies approach;  
v raising the level of labour intellectualization;  
v the need for specialists with fundamental training. 

Thus, when HEIs accept the educational order they ought to 
know and analyze the requirements of the labour market and 
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employers. That is why we attached the Model Act (Law) on the 
“Training tailored to the demands of the labour market” (Annex 2). 

1.2. Russia’s share in the world economy: a brief survey 

The future of the world economy at present when the leading 
world economies are in the process of the transfer to the sixth 
technological mode directly depends on how fast they are in 
innovation and dissemination of the new technologies, creating the 
new industries and modernizing the economic sectors of the previous 
technological modes, and building in the traditional industrial 
branches into the “new economy”. These trends require the expansion 
of the research and development works, the high rate of demand for 
highly skilled professionals, including engineers, better funding the 
education, R&D based on the higher economic growth rates. The 
countries to follow this way will definitely get a further growth of hi-
tech based gross product. However, one has to admit that Russia is 
very far from the leading nations in terms of its rating of knowledge 
based economies (see pic. 1).  

We have to note that Russia is one of few nations which face the 
reduction of the number of research and academic staff in the last 
years while almost all the rest of the nations have significantly 
increased the number of this group of professionals.  

This is proved by statistics on the number of research and 
academic fellows in Russia and OECD member-states (pic.2), as well as 
the number of R&D institutions in Russia and OECD countries (table 
2,3).      

Russia’s lagging behind the OECD nations in innovation 
development is due to essentially different structure of its funding. 
Russia is also behind its own GNP potential still being within top-10 
leaders rating (Table 2), though it ranks 65 in the GNP per capita 
rating2. This is basically due to the model of Russia’s economy being 
shaped as a raw resources exporting model rather than innovation 
based economy requiring large investments in the intellectual human 
resources development both on corporate and national level of 

                                                           
2 http://ru.tradingeconomics.com/russia/gdp-per-capita  

http://ru.tradingeconomics.com/russia/gdp-per-capita
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management. The hi-tech level industries like machine building, 
electronics, etc., make up only 7-8 percent of Russia’s GNP, while oil 
and gas export amounts to 52 percent.  

Pic.1. Index of countries with knowledge-based economy 

 

Source: http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/education/trends-
shaping-education-2013/becoming-more-knowledge-intensive_trends_edu-2013-graph36-
en#page1  

 
Pic.2. The number of specialists working in the sphere of Science  

(per 1 million inhabitants) 
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Source: http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/education/trends-
shaping-education-2013/increasing-numbers-of-people-working-in-research-and-
development_trends_edu-2013-graph38-en#page1  

Table 2. Innovation structure in Russia 

Innovation structure 2005 2007 2009 2011 
R&D institutions 2115 2036 1878 1782 
Constructors labs 489 497 377 364 
Project & research institutions 61 49 36 38 

Source: Russia in digits – 2013 [Orig.ru]. – М., 2013.-P. 377 

Table 3. Current situation in Russian economy 

 

Table 4. Global ratings of the Russian Federation 

   №                       Index                                               Russia’s 
rating 

1   Number of cell phones users                                              5 
2   Level of adult education                                                    36 

Russia: Demand, output and prices

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Current prices 
Russian 

Ruble trillion
      Percentage changes, volume (2008 prices)

GDP at market prices  62,2      1,3 0,6 -4,0 -0,4 1,7 
Private consumption  31,3      4,9 1,2 -9,8 -0,9 0,9 
Government consumption  11,7      1,1 -0,1 -0,3 -0,4 0,0 
Gross fixed capital formation  13,1      0,6 -2,1 -7,2 -0,1 3,9 
Final domestic demand  56,1      3,1 0,2 -6,9 -0,3 0,0 
  Stockbuilding1  1,6      -1,8 -1,1 -5,7 -0,2 0,0 
Total domestic demand  57,7      1,2 -1,0 -13,4 -0,9 1,4 

Exports of goods and services  18,4      4,6 -0,1 1,1 1,6 3,8 
Imports of goods and services  13,9      3,8 -7,9 -27,3 -0,4 3,7 

  Net exports1  4,5      0,5 1,8 6,6 0,6 0,4 

Memorandum items
GDP deflator       _ 5,0 7,2 7,2 8,2 5,6 
Consumer price index       _ 6,8 7,8 15,6 9,5 6,1 
Private consumption deflator       _ 6,4 8,3 18,4 10,0 6,3 
General government financial balance1,2             _ 0,3 0,3 -4,0 -3,2 -1,8 
Current account balance1              _ 1,7 3,2 6,6 6,6 6,2 

1.  As a percentage of GDP at market value.
2.  Consolidated budget.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook, Volume 2015 Issue 2 - © OECD 2015

http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/education/trends
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3   Level of info and communication technologies                50 
4   Internet development rating                                                     35 
5   E-government facilities rating                                          27 
6   Competitiveness index                                                    53 
7   Human resources development                                        57 
8   Net availability index                                                            41 
8   Global innovation index                                                   49 
9   Social development level                                                 71 
10  Life quality level                                                             61 
11  Business conditions level                                                92 
12  Security rating                                                                 98 
13  Accessibility to new technologies rating                        108 
14  Corruption level                                                              136 

Source: own elaboration 

“At present the position of Russian export enterprises on global 
high-tech markets are quite weak. Russia’s share in a global export of 
machines, equipment and vehicles is about 0,5 percent;  as of the 
global high-tech products export  (telecom equipment, 
pharmaceuticals, office machinery) – 0,4 percent;3 . Similar statistics 
for the USA – 32,9 percent, China – 32,8 percent.  Since 2003 to 2012 
only the Chinese high-tech product output grew by 6 times, and now 
its global share amounts to 24 percent against 27 percent in the USA. 
And in October 2014 GNP of China exceeded USA’s index of  
purchasing power parity4. 

Russia’s intensive technologies’ global export share is not more 
than 0,3 percent. And the share of locally produced machine tools 
purchased by the Russian businesses is around 1 percent of the total 
purchase. 

1.3. HEIs in Russia 

Meanwhile the Russian government’s strategy according to 
official documents demonstrates its commitment to promote the 
system of vocational and higher education targeted at creating in 
                                                           
3 http://www.iep.ru/ru/stavka-na-rost-eksporta-vysokotekhnologichnoi-produktcii.html  
4 http://finance.liga.net/economics/2014/12/8/news/41291.htm  

http://www.iep.ru/ru/stavka-na-rost-eksporta-vysokotekhnologichnoi-produktcii.html
http://finance.liga.net/economics/2014/12/8/news/41291.htm
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2013-2020 about 5 million jobs good for hi-tech professionals, and by 
the year 2020 its number is planned to grow up to 25 million5. 
However, to reach this target of the competitiveness of vocationally 
intellectual potential, - and it first of all relates to the higher school 
graduates – should be substantially increase (Galichin V.A., 2015). This 
target is laid down in the concept of the Federal special program for 
the promotion of the education in 2016-2020. The program puts 
forward the target of reaching the 100 percent  coverage level  by the 
system of monitoring the life-long learning system and occupational 
development, as well as the system of monitoring the graduates 
employment and career building systems up from the current 2 
percent coverage by the year 20206. 

It is worth mentioning that one of the most challenging sectors 
of the labour market is the young professionals who have just left the 
higher education institutions. According to official statistics on the 1st 
of January 2014, the number of HEIs in Russia was 1179 with about 
1500 affiliates (brunches) all over Russia7 with annual output of 1,1 
million diploma holding young professionals (bachelors) (Table 5).
                                                                                                              

Table 5. The Number of HEIs in Russia  

    Type of HEI Number of 
HEIs 

Number with 
affiliates 

State subordinate 648 949 
Municipally governed 11 - 
Privately administered 520 533 
Totals 1179 1482 

 

 According to OECD figures, 91 percent of the adult population in 
Russia of 25-64 age group has been covered by full senior high school 
education (pre-university level of education) that is substantially 
                                                           
5 http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI  
6 http://www.garant.ru/products/ipo/prime/doc/70736882/  
7 
https://www.google.ru/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CDQQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.nica.ru%2Ffiles%2FOtchet_25%252004%25202014.doc&ei=_4iqVIDIDYn6ywOUr4KgCg&usg=A
FQjCNG6kHEaKQoqDHsVdRHtYOJmaIrmBw&bvm=bv.82001339,d.bGQ&cad=rjt  

http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI
http://www.garant.ru/products/ipo/prime/doc/70736882/
https://www.google.ru/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CDQQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
http://www.nica.ru%2Ffiles%2FOtchet_25%252004%25202014.doc&ei=_4iqVIDIDYn6ywOUr4KgCg&usg=A
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higher than that of OECD member states level (74 percent). As a 
matter of fact, Russia ranks 36 in the global higher education quality 
level8 (Table 4). 

Table 6. World Rating by Level of Education  
(as of 2012 published in December 2013)  

Rating Countries Index 
1 Australia 0.927 

2 New Zealand 0.917 

3 Norway 0.910 

4 Netherland 0.894 

5 USA 0.890 

6 Ireland 0.887 

7 Germany 0.884 

8 Lithuania 0.877 

9 Denmark 0.873 

10 Czech 0.866 

11 Republic of Korea 0.865 

12 Slovenia 0.863 

13 UK 0.860 

14 Estonia 0.859 

15 Israel 0.854 

…   
…   
34 Palau 0.787 

                                                           
8 This aggregate index of UN Development Program is applied to figure out the Index of 
human development index within the UN serious of reports on human development. 
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35 Argentina 0.783 

36 Russia 0.780 

37 Cyprus 0.776 

38 Montenegro 0.774 

39 Croatia 0.770 

40 Georgia 0.770 

 

However, while the total number of HEI’s graduates in Russia 
grew up by 3 times, the number of vocational schools’ leavers 
remained the same over the last 20 years. The current economic and 
social development requires new competences for the young 
professionals. But the situation when the labour market demands and 
HEIs specialists output and its occupational profiles keep staying 
unbalanced requires a strong demand to change radically the system 
of professionalization management. As the existing literature reports, 
only 44% of Russian universities are currently engaged in R&D 
activities, providing one-fifth of all new technologies generated in the 
country (Gokhberg et al., 2011). However, important steps have been 
recently implemented with the aim of reinforcing the academic 
research and making universities an important factor in the national 
innovation system. Thus, in 2009 a special type of university, a 
scientific research university, was introduced. The title has to be 
earned by the existing universities during an open public competition 
based on a set of criteria, including such indictors as the patent output, 
the quality of research and teaching staff, number of publications, etc. 

2. Cooperation on labour market: problem situation 

Over 20 years ago a system approach to professionalization 
management was laid down including the figuring out the levels, 
stages and principles of management for this process (Kapterev, 1990). 
Nevertheless, still there is a lack of special papers on the 
“professiological” studies. This is the reason for existing problems in 
professionalization management. There has been a large number of 
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research works on vocational education and training, still only few of 
them are devoted to pedagogical aspects in connection with career 
guidance and career adaptation issues to be studied by means of 
psychological tools. Inadequate situation is in the Russian labor and 
education sociological studies at the moment.          

The knowledge-based economy requires the presence of 
multidisciplinary networks of organizations involved in the various 
aspects of the economic process. This necessitates careful monitoring 
and direction of public investment, as well as to identify the most 
promising areas of interaction between businesses and higher 
education institutions. The cooperation of businesses and institutions 
of higher education is the key to effectiveness of technological 
innovation, helping businesses develop their dynamic possibilities 
taking into account new forms of competitive advantage. Studying the 
matter, it may be noted that in the case of cooperation between 
business and universities according to the scheme "supplier-
consumer” all efforts might be in vain. Market related issues such as 
pricing, cost savings on training, qualitative information, commercial 
orientation - all this is definitely important. However, this alone cannot 
lead to a maximum result of collaboration. All this gives rise to the 
urgent need for the establishment of an extensive network of 
"cooperating organizations", which is a platform for open cooperation 
of universities and business structures. For maximum fruitfulness of 
such activities, all interacting partners need to clearly define the rules 
of a game, establish the so-called relationship based on mutual 
influence and learning, in which both parties concerned agree to 
promptly adapt to queries and specific features of its partners. Such 
relationship requires a high level of mutual trust. 

At the same time the partners should not just focus on improving 
bilateral relations, forgetting the need to actively involve into the 
process of interaction as many participants as possible. The 
knowledge-based economy requires not only efforts of commercial 
firms and universities, but also financial institutions, government 
agencies, various non-commercial legal entities, as well as the media. 
The network type of partnership in this situation is the best. 
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The institutions of higher education that are passive and do not 
participate in collaboration with business structures are vulnerable. 
They lose their sources of financial revenue, lose reputation in the eyes 
of the public and elites and have no prospects to participate in 
international scientific and educational cooperation. But the main 
thing is that they reduce the ability to successfully employ its 
graduates of higher education institutions, and that leads to an 
outflow of potential entrants, and pending problems. 

Lack of research work in these particular fields makes it 
impossible to collect the comparable figures to suggest managerial 
recommendations (Kapterev, 2005). This is why today many point to 
the “human factor”, but still it turns to be impossible to measure its 
impact even on the productive systems not to say about the social 
ones. 

When experts’ opinions have been collected and analyzed, we 
realized that the problem should be viewed wider. That is why we 
need to study career development in conjunction with the labour 
market development at levels as follows: global, national, regional, 
sectoral, HEI’s, corporate, personal (Pic.3).  

 

2.1. Global level of career development 
  

Modernization agenda for Universities:  
(1) Getting rid of barriers around universities in Europe; 
(2) Ensuring real autonomy for universities; 
(3) Providing incentives to business community for creating the 
social  partnerships (in educational ecosystem);   
(4) Providing the adequate combination of skills and competencies 
for the labour market; 
(5) Reducing the funding inadequacy and making the funding work 
more  effective in  Education and Research; 
(6) Enhancing the interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 
cooperation; 
(7) Activating the knowledge through interaction with society; 
(8) Rewarding excellence at the highest level; 
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(9) Making the European Higher Education Area and the European 
Research Area more visible and attractive to the rest of the world. 

 
Modernization agenda for Universities (Council Resolution of 

2007) invited the Commission to support the Member States with 
regards to the modernization agenda, including measures encouraging 
partnerships between universities and industry/private sector. 

A new    partnership    for    the    modernization    of universities: 
the EU   Forum for University-Business Dialogue (2, April, 2009): 
v Governance; 
v Curriculum Development; 
v Mobility; 
v Knowledge Transfer Lifelong Learning. 

 

Importance of appropriate governance models at national, 
regional and institutional level is a core condition for the development 
of effective cooperation between higher education and business. 
Without an appropriate governance model the cooperation will not 
work. Involvement of business in curriculum development will ensure 
a closer link to the needs of the labour market. It will help   ensure the 
graduates’ knowledge, skills and competences good enough to be 
successful on the labour market. This is the way to make students’ 
learning enriched and provide a necessary training for future 
employment being exposed to live problems and solutions through the 
curriculum linked with future placements. Professors, research fellows 
and students have a poorly developed entrepreneurial mindset in 
Europe that results in few spinouts and new businesses. The challenge 
for higher education is to provide such learning environment that 
stimulates independence, creativity and an entrepreneurial approach 
to using the acquired knowledge. Universities have to become more 
entrepreneurial.  

Mobility between the two worlds should get a normal feature. 
We should have many more HEI’s students undertaking internships at 
companies, working on their real and working in cooperation with 
them in joint projects. There should be much more research fellows 
and professors "on the move", along with companies’ staff should be 
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more frequently involved in the delivery of study programs. Another 
particular important aspect of the higher education relates to the area 
of knowledge transfer. Better and more intensive cooperation is 
beneficial for Academia and Business. It is mutually reinforcing and 
moving the knowledge forward in both - ‘business’ and   academic 
contexts.  This is a very powerful stimulus for innovation. 

 
Cooperation  with companies can contribute to the 

development of HEIs as actors of lifelong learning. Companies
 have to   identify   their   needs   and   to translate them to the 
HEIs. To clearly shape, they have what they expect and what they 
need. HEIs will thus be in a position to develop strategies to meet this 
demand. 

The economies of OECD countries depend upon a sufficient 
supply of high-skilled workers. Educational qualifications are 
frequently used to measure human capital and the level of an 
individual’s skills. In most OECD countries, people with high 
qualifications have the highest employment rates. However, people 
with the lowest educational qualifications are at greater risk of being 
unemployed. People with higher or specific skills are in strong demand 
should they be able to take into account the global labour market 
needs for shaping their occupational qualification. 
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Pic. 3. Evaluation of labour market development
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2.2. National level of career development: Russian HEIs’ problems 
  

Main Russian HEIs’ problems are: 
v Disparity of the education structure and market needs 

(responsibility for Ministry of education); 
v Critical attitude of employers about the competencies and 

level of graduates; 
v Low international competitiveness (low level of education 

export, no Russian universities in global TOP-100 ratings); 
v Insufficient contribution to the scientific needs of innovative 

economy; 
v Misbalance between labor market needs and state-

sponsored scholarships. 
 

2.3. Challenges at regional level in Russia 
 

There has been a certain change initiated for a better 
collaboration between Russian labor market and high schools 
because employers’ expectations had very weak interaction with 
educational standards (Pic.4).  

 
2.4. Challenges at sectoral level in Russia 

 
Cooperation default in Russia   
 
HEIs and businesses in Russia build their strategies basing it on 

different time-frames: universities operate with a fairly years-long 
perspective while industry partners do it on a very short-term basis 
such as quarterly budgets, operational manpower resources, etc. 
This trend is especially seen in the years of economic recession.  

However, a certain part of students has demonstrated the 
ability to bridge the gap between university research culture and the 
corporate world provided businesses’ participation in education 
courses, especially in applied internships.  Russian ministries must 
implement the Government’s task of creating 25 million high-tech 
jobs. This strongly requires setting-up an infrastructure for 
interaction between universities and employers. We need more 
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financing of international mobility, new surveys on the students’ 
motivation, more adequate financing of elective courses and e-
learning.  

E-learning can create new high-tech industry, new high-tech 
jobs and new skills, such as content managers, web-analytics, web-
designers, web-tutors. We need to speak about disproportions 
between labour market needs in high quality performance working 
places and structure of education in Russia (Pic.5). 

 
High schools will fail to provide quality graduates without 

cooperation with business «at the workplace» (with a particular 
qualification), and human resources will remain a key tool for a 
knowledge based economy. (Pic.6). 
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Pic.4. A current stage of collaboration on labour market in Russia  
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Pic.5. Sectoral level. Russian labor market’s disparities 

 

The companies face the problem of human resources shortage 
being one of the serious obstacles for development and creating 
new jobs.  

There are some particular problems for employers at the sectoral 
level: 
v curtain specialists’ competencies do not meet the employers’ 

requirements in terms its content, and quantity; 
v lack of clear criteria to define the gap between one position 

and the other; 
v “fine-tuning” the new specialists – is quite costly for 

companies; 
v Employers lack selection technologies to fill the available 

vacancies;  
v Impossibility to use most of foreign practices based on 

different fundamental standards. 
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Pic.6. HR management problems in Russia 
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2.5. HEI level: problems of Russia 
 
Universities as a rule have very little idea about the structure 

and functioning the businesses’ structural units, as well as the 
employers are not very well aware about similar issues at HEIs. And 
it takes too long time to understand the way to build a joint 
cooperation model.     

Only by overcoming bureaucratic domination and simplifying 
the coordination procedures an effective mechanism for 
cooperation between Russian HEIs and businesses can be created. A 
serious obstacle on this way is a very specific nature of Russian 
universities internal culture giving priority to teaching first, then to 
research activities.   This leads to ignoring the result orientation and 
profit priorities.  From this perspective there is a serious risk for 
universities encouraged by the prospects of partnership with 
businesses to evolve into a greater commercialization and turning 
into commercial centres providing "educational services". 

 
Looking at the landscape of Russian high schools, one can see 

two parallel structures: a) classic universities, applied science 
universities vs b) corporate universities. Most of Russian high 
schools are maintaining: 
v Traditions, consistency and coherence; 
v Brainstorm curriculum; 
v Interaction with industry science; 
v Professional conferences and other events for students. 

 In the last 25 years, a new type of a HEI emerged in Russia – 
the so-called “corporate university”, normally established by huge 
companies like “Gazprom”, “Rosneft”, etc. 

   
This type of universities attach priority to:  
v Training the perspective executive staff; 
v Training at the cost of corporate budget;  
v Training programs for future brand new 

positions/appointments; 
v Retraining own employees; 
v Foreign languages; 
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v Development of personal manager skills; 
v Marketing courses; 
v E-learning and courses repository; 
v Motivation to corporate loyalty; 
v Flexible and efficient units; 
v Staffing by training providers and business coaches; 
v Part-time/module teaching. 

 
At present time when the number of universities including 

their regional branches in Russia is 2 times higher than that of the 
USSR, and the number of students is about 6 million people. Besides, 
Russian HEIs are very different in terms of their academic profile, 
traditions, teachers’ quality, budget and facilities.  

This is why Russian Ministry of Education and Science has been 
taking active measures to work out a set of criteria to filter the 
effective and non-effective HEIs. Thus the total number of HEIs shall 
be cut by absorbing the ineffective ones by the rest. 

 KPI of world-class universities (Salmi, 2009): 
¨ excellent international reputation for research and teaching; 
¨ globally recognized teaching academics; 
¨ recognition not only by other universities world-class, but also 

other areas of community;  
¨ availability of world-class labs;  
¨ performing the advanced research, employing top-quality 

experts and prize winners (e.g., Nobel Prize); 
¨ generating innovative ideas and implementing large-scale 

fundamental and applied research works; 
¨ able to enroll the most brilliant students and produce high 

quality specialists; 
¨ able to attract and retain the best teaching and admin staff; 
¨ able to invite foreign teachers;  
¨ attracts a significant proportion of own graduates/alumni both 

for teaching and research; 
¨ attracting a significant proportion of students from abroad; 
¨ operating on a global market and showing international 

activity in all spheres of academic life;  
¨ possessing a sound financial base; 
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¨ maintaining significant investment and income; 
¨ possessing various sources of income (for example, the 

Government, private businesses, income related to research, 
foreign students’ tuition fees, etc.); 

¨ providing a high quality and favorable conditions for research 
and study, for both staff and students (modern buildings and 
equipment, University campus);  

¨ promoting a modern management system, including the 
strategic vision and action plan; 

¨ fostering professionals who occupy important and influential 
positions (top government officials and business top 
executives, etc.); 

¨ making a significant contribution to the development of 
society; 

¨ maintaining the ability to stand the global universities 
innovation competition.   

 
 Russian HEIs face some particular challenges as follows: 
v lagging behind the labor market requirements implied in 

educational standards that leads to lack of competitiveness of 
the workforce; 

v reduction of investment attractiveness; 
v insufficient interaction with individual employers to update 

the training content; 
v shaping the professional/occupational requirements on the 

basis of surveying the individual or several employers; 
v reduction of the international competitiveness of the 

education system; 
v evaluating the graduates’ professional quality using the 

outdated qualification requirements; 
v low teachers’ and students’ activity of professional reading; 
v lack of modern information and research management in 

Russian universities; 
v Imbalance in the disciplinary organization of high school 

science. 
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2.6. Career development at individual level  
One of the most important problems in career development at 

personal is a weak motivation of each person:  
v lack of understanding the prospects and features of a chosen 

profession; 
v non-systemic, non-structural and outdated vocational 

guidance; 
v lack of motivation to get a profession for the manufacturing 

industry; 
v customary getting employed against the diploma profession 

leads to students’ demotivation in the acquiring special 
competence; 

v outdated remuneration system when a higher qualification 
may not necessarily lead to a better payment (Soviet origin 
system).  

 
Pic.7. Random choice of future profession/occupation 
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3. Strategy of collaboration with World of Work at different levels 
of management 

 
3.1. Brief overview of EU best practices 

 
The Lisbon EU education summit of 2000 adopted in the 

education strategy of transforming Europe by 2010 into "the most 
competitive and dynamic economy in the world based on 
knowledge, capable of sustainable economic growth with a good 
number of high quality jobs and strong social cohesion" (European 
Council, 2000). The next summit at Barcelona of 2002 put forward 
the target of reaching budget allocation for science at least 3% of 
GDP until 2010. Unfortunately, these ambitious goals have not been 
achieved. The Lisbon Strategy and the subsequent Europe 2020 
Strategy are based on a consensus among Member States to make 
Europe more dynamic and competitive. Important elements of 
these strategies are to promote: 
v smart growth: developing an economy based on knowledge 

and innovation; 
v sustainable growth: promoting a more resource efficient, 

greener and more competitive economy; 
v inclusive growth: fostering a high-employment economy 

delivering social and territorial cohesion (European 
Commission, 2010). 

 
 In November 2002 the Copenhagen declaration was adopted 
launching the so-called “Copenhagen process”.  It was signed by the 
Ministers of education of the European countries and the European 
Commission decided to develop cooperation in the field of 
vocational education and training in Europe. 
 The Copenhagen process has emphasized three key objectives:  
v improving the quality of education;  
v enhancing the attractiveness of vocational education;  
v promoting the students’ and graduates’ mobility. 

 
 The Declaration spelled out eight major tasks:  
v Development of a joint education space in Europe;  
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v Increasing transparency of qualifications;  
v Development of a credit transfer system;  
v Development of sectoral competences and qualifications;  
v Development of common criteria and quality assurance 

systems;  
v Development of systems of vocational guidance and 

counselling;  
v Recognition of informal and spontaneous teaching;  
v Professional development for teachers and tutors. 

 
Then the Torino process has been launched:  
v to develop a common understanding of the medium-term 

vision, priorities and strategies for the development of 
education;  

v to evaluate various options for the practical implementation of 
vision and/or subsequent phases of development;  

v to develop awareness, to build analytical capacity;  
v to monitor the implementation of long-term strategies (e.g., 

road maps);  
v to develop the principles of results-oriented educational 

policy;  
v to improve donor coordination mechanisms in order to 

achieve the mandated national priorities. 
 
 The priorities of the Torino process are: 
v to find a coherent long-term vision of development and 

utilization of the skills of the labour force to meet the labour 
market demands;  

v innovation and development of long-term strategies to ensure 
an adequate response in the education system for the current 
and future needs;  

v convergence in education and the world of work through the 
active involvement of businesses, both large and small; 

v the widespread adoption of principle of social integration 
policies and practices;  

v increasing the attractiveness of initial and continuing 
education through the introduction of quality assurance 
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systems, national systems of qualifications to create trends for 
professional growth;  

v improving the quality through competence development of 
teachers and masters of informal training;  

v the effective separation of powers in the management of the 
system via the mechanisms for coordination and participation; 

v defining the areas in each country that require support in 
formulating or implementing policies, using actual data, 
analysis, scripting and long-term forecasting, as well as their 
ratings in order to continue tracking and implementing the 
strategies and short-term action plans; 

v monitoring of progress on the basis of indicators, taking Torino 
process indicators for respective EU countries and other 
international indicators; 

v more extensive using of information and analytical base for 
policy development, evaluation and dissemination of best 
practices; 

v participatory processes in policy analysis and formulation with 
a view to actively involve all stakeholder groups; 

v the development of methodological tools to support policy 
development in partner countries; 

v achievement of objective of bridging the education and 
training with the needs of the labour market to serve the 
interests of local communities, including the development of 
entrepreneurial initiatives with the active involvement of 
business. 
 
The Europe 2020 strategy reinforced the targets of this 

strategy and pro- posed developing a knowledge and innovation 
based economy as one of its priorities. It also maintained a target 
for research and development investment at 3 percent of GDP 
(European Commission, 2010). 

Setting up the provincial innovation centers to improve the 
currently inadequate knowledge transfer in innovation was initiated 
to encourage innovation in SMEs and stimulate a more active 
innovation processes. They are aimed at the analyzing business 
challenges and rendering assistance by means of auditing and 
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counseling. For an in-depth support and innovation projects the 
Innovation Centers arrange the collaboration by the third parties. 
And universities may well be used as bridges between International 
Innovation Labs (IILs) and SMEs (small and medium-sized 
enterprises) to stimulate business innovation. International student 
teams from three HEIs are formed to elaborate creative solutions for 
emerging business problems.  The IILs build an environment where 
creative and innovative thinking is stimulated. The IILs are based on 
a close collaboration between HEIs and SMEs, is profitable for both 
parties: businesses expect effective problem solutions from 
students, while students learn by working at genuine problems 
rather than solving textbook exercises. The latter receive innovative 
solutions to improve their business performance. Innovations are 
tuned to business model reorganization i.e. online communication 
strategies and new markets approaches.  

 

Pic.8. Some international trends in education

 

 The communication in 2011 from the European Commission 
stressed that the contribution of higher education to growth and 
jobs   can   be enhanced through “close, effective links between 
education, research and business – the   three sides of the same 
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“knowledge triangle”, and, furthermore, partnership and 
cooperation with business should be viewed as a “core activity” of 
higher education institutions” (European Commission, 2011). 
 

The international practice of social partnership in education 
ecosystem supposes the collaboration of the subjects of economic 
life and the world of work with a view to improve the effectiveness 
of higher education and meet the demand for skills and 
competencies of its workforce on the labour market" (Oleynikova 
O.N, 2005, p. 61). The universally accepted models of interaction are 
as follows:  

 
1. A Non-State model - when the State has no impact or its role 

is insignificant (United Kingdom, United States). This model of 
interaction between the educational community and businesses 
reflects the trends of decentralization of public administration. 
Following this model means virtually no regulation of professional 
education, when most decisions are taken at the local level with a 
broad participation of employers. For example, in the United States 
the situation is characterized by the involvement of business in 
administration system. Employers become directly the developers 
and managers of educational programs and courses. Specific for the 
US is the co-existence of two trends: treating the practical 
knowledge by management as an important for shaping the 
educational space, and a clear understanding by students that 
without a University/college diploma – there is no way to a 
successful career. In most of important issues the US HEIs organize 
the training system independently of the State both in terms of 
funding, and designing educational programs.  

The UK professional education policy is run basically at a local 
level with a key role played by employers and sectoral expert 
councils who define the criteria of professional skills evaluation. 
Participation of employers is aimed at formalizing the requirements 
for qualification of graduates’ employment and the development of 
specialized educational institutions. 
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2. A State Model: when a state plans and manages the system 
of professional education and training (France, Sweden). This model 
is featured by an active role of the State in guiding and regulating 
the interaction between the system of educational services and the 
labour market.  

Professional education in France is mostly controlled by 
relevant authorities. However, the social partners are involved in the 
decision-making process through the tripartite consultative bodies. 
There is a revived "apprenticeship" program (when part of the 
training takes place in formal education, while practical training and 
selection is done by the enterprise). 

Sweden actively promotes a manpower development policy 
(ensuring geographical mobility of graduates; establishment of data 
bases, providing complete information about vacancies in 
occupations and industries; promoting the 
professional/occupational orientation prior to the training.  

 
3. A Semi-State model defines the general framework of the 

activities of private companies and organizations in the 
implementation of professional education and training (Germany, 
Netherlands, Denmark). Peculiar for the German vocational 
education system is the concentration and integration of 
educational resources. Quite a good number of programmes have 
been generated to solve the problem of employment of graduates 
successfully: promoting the traditional training the apprentices in 
various small businesses, professional training centers, etc.). 

In the Netherlands the non-state national councils on 
professional profiles had been set up to control the compliance of 
employers’ requirements with the quality of professional 
education/training. Together with the social partners, national 
councils define the content of training programs and qualification 
requirements for graduates. 

In Denmark the higher professional education has been 
focused on a rigid specialization: up to the third year course only 
general subjects are to be taught having no link to future practical 
domain, and only after the 3rd year emphasis is given to the 
acquisition of special skills in the chosen profession.  
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Observing the business-universities interaction in the Western 
European countries and the United States, it is necessary to identify 
the main parameters and characteristics of HEIs which play a 
significant role in the assessment of social partnership. 

 

3.2. The results of the benchmark visits to universities of 
Carinthia, Flanders, Catalonia and Jyvaskyla  

(Dec. 2014 – May 2015) 
 
The visits were aimed at understanding best EU innovative 

practices of collaboration between Universities and corporations in 
the context of better employment for outgoing students, quality 
education for teachers, occupational skills for senior, innovations for 
students. In a broader sense, the benchmark visits were supposed 
to understand the contemporary European standards for the 
education ecosystem to replace the aging traditional forms of work 
on this generally familiar job for Russian universities. Consequently, 
the visits were aimed at contributing to the final target – 
modernizing the education in Russia.   

 
For Russia the global and European humanities have always 

been interesting. Nowadays when Russia is a part of world market it 
is open for benchmarking the best in Europe. The Bologna strategy 
in its principle ideas has been acknowledged in general as an 
instrument to boost innovation badly needed for Russian academia. 

From this point of view, the two series of benchmark visits of 
December 2014 (to Jyvaskyla and Carinthia) and in May 2015 (same 
two destinations plus Antwerp and Girona) were useful both in 
terms of getting access to mainstream universities’ teaching 
technologies, and the project target. The last one is practically more 
important in terms of reporting, but having little idea of the general 
values in European ecosystem and is unlikely to directly contribute 
to the particular UBC target. However, understanding the general 
trend in European education requires much time even for 
professionals, no to say with reference to students, who were also 
supposed to actively participate in this job. There were a good 
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number of reasonable things worth hearing or seeing, but unlikely 
to get a panorama vision of the situation in general. Nevertheless, 
as a first networking step to get new business and academic contacts 
– this is not little. From this point of view 4 visits have fulfilled their 
key target – setting up a sustainable contact and better 
understanding for lasting collaboration between the Moscow based 
Academy of Labour and Social Relations and other Russian 
Universities and the European partner universities of respective 
states.  

 
Russians are said to be slow while getting prepared to do 

something important, but getting quite fast in the stage of actual 
doing it. Being tuned to genuine results one should not be in a hurry 
for formal. And true job is still ahead. And it will be done. Fast driving 
is good for a rally. For a strategic research project more important 
thing is a true and adequate result. One may say, it’s too humble to 
keep patient. But we shouldn’t forget that we as educationists deal 
with a strategic material having effects long after the end of the 
project. Its outcomes will be proven by life for many decades. The 
grass routes will appear not that soon. Three years’ term of E3M 
Tempus project is a good time to put the fundamental stone of the 
new system to be created in Russia as part of European 
subcontinent. Pace is good when the right direction has been 
defined. This will be the right time to boost and to catch up with the 
delay in the beginning. 

Right is the EACEA when pointing out to a lack of concrete 
findings and discoveries during the visits judging from the students’ 
and teachers’ feedbacks and interim reports. Humanitarian subjects 
are not always easy to be reflected in a very concrete form. Much 
depends on the exposition methods. It is also a difficult job to show 
something the way it has to be clearly understood by bearers of a 
different traditions. This is also a challenge for the EU partner 
universities displaying the best UBC practices to Russian 
Universities’ visitors. 
 What is more important for the moment – a very essential step 
had been done: the projects architecture and philosophy is getting 
a clearer shape, the subject of the research is getting more 
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understandable, and the outlines of the future model are taking 
shape. 

 
Many things that were displayed during the benchmark visits 

to EU partner universities are in the Russian agenda already. Some 
things have been already partly or totally carried out by the leading 
Russian Universities. Some seem to be not that replaceable to 
Russian soil due to present economic and social policy in Russia. But 
even these things are important for understanding for the future 
economic environment more favorable to return to EU practices and 
their practical implementation. This particular issue - the issue of 
compatibility and applicability of present EU practices to Russia - is 
quite special and important. Only future may prove the relevance of 
these practices for Russia. Meanwhile the practices that were on 
show are as follows. 

 
Every EU partner university has accumulated a very nice 

experience. To follow chronological order, the first destination was 
– JAMK (Jyvaskyla University of Applied Sciences in Finland) – a 
pretty good picture of harmony for business and school, world of 
employment and world of innovative ideas with modern 
infrastructure, state’s support to business and schools, and what is 
important – motivated staff, students and employers. JAMK 
University of Applied Sciences is also a part of a larger innovation 
system in the area. The whole innovation system has been evaluated 
and during 2012 a new model for cooperation called Jyvaskyla 
Business and Innovation Factory (BIF) was launched. This helps us to 
work more effectively and economically by developing common 
service concept with partners and providing best and equal service 
to all clients. There were three most interesting features “findings” 
– Tiimacademia / Protomo factory and Concept Lab - a perfect 
example for further on study and exploitation. These three sites may 
benefit for all: the students – to get new business and occupational 
skills and knowledge, setting-up own small business or getting way 
to huge corporation; for businesses - to get extraordinary innovative 
solutions to promote business via internationalization for the 
teaching process. Learning turns into amusing game with real 
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prospects of getting a good job and valuable connections. Many 
Russian universities miss and need very much. The 2nd visit to 
Jyvaskyla (in May 2015) was also interesting due to the changed 
concept of the visit – to the general UBC strategy concept 
understanding: 1 example: when a giant paper factory is built in 
Jyvaskyla, the equipment to it is installed both on the plant and the 
training college as well – a nice UBC practice; another example: a 
JAMK’s labor safety lab (this is very keen to ALSR as it has also the 
Institute for industrial security, labor safety and ecology within ALSR, 
which is ready to certify all Russian regions. This might be the best 
solutions to all financial issues of ALSR and most of the Russian HEIs, 
to provide employment too many senior students, side jobs for 
junior ones, well paid job for teachers and staff, national prestige for 
the University, and trained staff for business. Why not a good model 
for ALSR and the rest of partner universities? It is a good subject for 
a better look at it for further exploitation. Another JAMK’s practice:  
a Bio lab for drinking water quality control – a very actual problem 
for Moscow and Russia, with real chances to sustainability, good 
money earning opportunity, really noble target, but again stocking 
in costly credits caused by the cut to global financial resources for 
Russia by the West at the moment. Two more practices: Jyvaskyla 
Rally – a nice voluntary movement giving link to business and school 
(yellow zones for pedestrian). And one general impression of a 
strategic nature – the interdisciplinary approach as a principle of 
building the teaching platform – successfully functioning at JAMK 
and so far on the papers of ALSR (Academy of Labour and Social 
Relations, Moscow). 
  

Carinthia University of Applied Sciences in AUSTRIA (CUAS) – 
was the second destination in December 2014 and in May 2015. The 
CUAS University showed its best UBC methods: the Job Booster – 
really escorts the ready specialists with the employment options 
until the actual employment,  and a free of charge data base  access 
(not only just offering the list of possible employers as it is at the 
moment with ALSR); career events – are held directly on the Campus 
(ALSR students have to move somewhere normally); ALSR’s alumni 
data base is under construction with enormous challenges due to 
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alumni low motivation to collaborate. One more “discovery” – on a 
wall map of Austria – a hundred alumni visit card for student’s 
comfort for direct link to companies; a mobile application for CUAS 
students on everything, including job opportunities, alumni club 
database, etc. This looks to be our future opportunities. Same as in 
JAMK, there is a powerful state’s and business’s support to 
universities, and no one has to permanently look for external grants 
as a key opportunity to survive for many of Russian universities now. 

 
Carinthia Chamber of Labour is a legal set-up for employees in 

Austria aimed at representing and promoting social, economic, 
professional and cultural interests of employees. In addition to legal 
representation in areas such as labour and social security law, 
consumer protection the focus is put on education in the non-formal 
sector and also the promotion of bachelor’s, master's and doctoral 
theses. Furthermore, there is close cooperation between the 
Chamber and CUAS in knowledge sharing and exchange of personal 
resources related to teaching, joint events, publications, courses, 
etc. The Chamber is an attractive and potential employer or 
internship provider for CUAS students. 

Fundamental research for the benefit of workers and 
consumers 

The Chamber is staffed with highly qualified experts who act as 
a think-tank for employees’ interests, conducting studies on a wide 
range of relevant issues.  It has an up-to-date research basis for 
effective policy-making on behalf of employees. It maintains good 
relations with local social partners in conducting and publishing joint 
studies on social and economic issues. The results of these studies 
make up a political discourse and often used as policy guidelines. 

Participation in legislation and control 
The Chamber is the channel for Austrian employees and 

consumers to participate in the legislative activity. The Chamber 
evaluates the draft legislation acts on behalf of employees, drafts 
the amendments and thus involved in the implementation of these 
laws. It often puts forward legislative initiatives originating from its 
experts’ research projects. 

Services 
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The Chambers offers a wide range of services to their 
members: information and consulting services on different issues 
such as labour and tax law, social insurance, women's and family 
policy, worker/apprentice protection, employment insurance, and 
consumer protection. 

International activity 
The Chamber has delegated its representatives to the 

European Economic and Social Committee. In accordance with 
Austria's federal structure there are provincial Chambers in each of 
the nine federal lands. The Vienna Chamber of Labour functions as 
the administrative body subordinated to the Federal Chamber of 
Labour being in charge of the entire Austria. Both the regional 
Chambers and the Federal Chamber of Labour are self-governing 
public corporations. 

 
The Office of Competence Counselling in Klagenfurt/Carinthia 

offers a variety of face-to-face, on-line and telephone counselling 
services, as well as holding workshops to support employees in 
evaluating one’s personal professional potential, drawing 
applications, decision-making, drawing the competence profiles free 
of charge, etc. The Office is staffed with seven professionals of 
pedagogical, philosophical or administrative background. This 
ensures a multi-professional view on the topics which are the main 
focus of the institution. 

 
CUAS’ practice of a Placement Office. The Placement office 

helps students to see a direct connection between their education 
at CUAS and the labour market. The office offers to CUAS students 
regularly released Job Newsletters published by the Job-Booster. It 
covers all currently available positions on the labour market for 
every branch of economy. It also helps to get in contact with 
potential employers and internships providers offering an access to 
a catalogue of former institutions which were chosen as an 
internship-partner. The office staff is open for easy communication 
with students being located at the CUAS University for regular 
contacting the interested persons. The Job booster is a CUAS based 
institution to facilitate the link of the University and the labor 
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market. With the help of “Meet & Match!” fair the CUAS students 
easily get straight contacts to the employers and their branches’ 
vacancies. The Job Booster also offers a variety of free counseling 
services regarding applications, competences and so on. 

 
Austrian Employment Service (AMS). AMS is Austria's leading 

provider of labour market related services. It bridges job seekers 
with job openings and assists students and companies by offering 
advice and information on qualification requirements and available 
financial assistance. In the framework of the Federal Government's 
policy of reaching full employment the AMS renders a major 
contribution to preventing and eradicating unemployment in 
Austria in compliance with mandate offered by the Federal Ministry 
of Labour.  

According to the mandate AMS is to elaborate labour market 
policy for respective regions, coordinates its activities with other 
regional authorities concerned, monitors the labour market, 
provides the research and statistics data, supports the affiliated 
offices under the general supervision of its federal office controlling 
the activities of 9 regional and 101 local units. AMS works in close 
contact with other social partners like the Economic Chamber, the 
Federal Chamber of Labour, the Austrian Trade Union Federation 
and the Federation of Austrian Industry and their local institutions. 
The following executive bodies are in charge of the tasks conveyed 
to the AMS:  board of directors at the federal level, provincial 
directors at the provincial level, and regional directors at the 
regional level. 

 
AP University College in BELGIUM  – has displayed a wonderful 

experience in working with companies and business entities, 
interesting forms and methods of joint work, especially involving the 
SPACE European Network opportunities, and international 
engagement. The Antwerp based Arthesis Plantijn University college 
has the following notable UBC practices: Ion (International 
ONDERNEMEN) – a Final Business Projects (Bachelor International 
Entrepreneurship 2014-2015); EPS (European Project Semester 
carried out by Departments of Science and Technology, Education 
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and Training, Health and Social Care, Management and 
Communication; BIOINNO Project (A Knowledge Alliance in 
Biotechnology); a Techno match Methodology; and Summer in 
Space Program for international students with a business model and 
cultural program. 
 For ALSR at its present situation the last one (Summer in Space) 
seems to be the most interesting providing a chance to exploit the 
new forms of UBC activity and get some earning. In fact, this is a kind 
of business summer camp with international students and teachers, 
entrepreneurs, including Russian ones. ALSR has some experience in 
organizing the Suzdal international business summer camps, and 
had offered to Tempus E3M projects’ EU participants to discuss the 
opportunity of holding a similar event in Russia to complete its WP7 
part – exploitation of the results this year of 2016 – the last E3M 
project’s year.  

 
University of Girona in SPAIN became the last destination and 

was peculiar for its permanent business companies’ offices 
availability for students straight on the campus. Same as in Finland 
integration by means of joining the voluntary movement there is  
good opportunity for students; students and businesses data base 
availability; a chance for University to earn money by selling to 
businesses the  students data base as possible employees, for 
students – getting a temporary and full time employment; a 
potential employer gets a chance to monitor students’ progress 
from the very 1st year until the graduation year; and one general 
impression – crowded beautiful libraries, full of students.  

There is one thing to conclude with: the benchmark visits were 
useful, had equipped teachers and students with examples of 
creative and productive work, which should be promoted at Russian 
HEIs provided adequate funding is found for future. Noting that a 
large number of EU countries achieved progress in the interaction of 
business structures and institutions of higher education, it should be 
emphasized that there are many problems in this area.  First of all, 
it concerns the human factor. Due to the nature of training and 
ideological stereotypes, many scientists and university professors 
may not work "in rhythm" business. Entrepreneurs and University 
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workers think differently, "speak different languages”. It's inevitable 
effect of the different nature of business firms and institutions of 
higher education. There are also limits to how closely higher 
education and industry can work together as there exist significant 
cultural differences between them (Anderson, Daim and Lavoie, 
2007).  The   university scientist uses a long-term approach to 
research and is devoted to academic freedom and publication. 
Faculty members are typically concerned with career progression, 
which heavily depends on research performance. In some academic 
departments, applied research may   not be rewarded as much as 
teaching or basic research. The benefit of collaborating with 
university researchers is fairly clear to business and industry.  
However, the industry culture emphasizes applied research, secrecy, 
protection through patents, and typically employs a product-driven 
approach. 

The key characteristic can be called the principle of 
organization in which scientific knowledge form the field of action. 
The field of knowledge is a kind of "building blocks" (modules) 
without which higher education cannot exist. This principle forms 
the typical organizational structure of institutions of higher 
education which implies the specialization and interaction of all 
elements. Experts in their fields have to form research groups for 
collaborative research. 

 
Any external control over HEIs restricts academic freedom and 

requires certain changes within classic universities. The relevant 
risks might well harm the learning/teaching process at the 
universities. Overregulation may lead to giving up research activities 
by academic staff.  Being under pressure of daily control, teachers 
face the risk of losing interest in innovative research. However, one 
should not limit interaction area with only "bilateral ties", forgetting 
about the need to actively engage in the process of interaction the 
larger number of partnership members. A knowledge based 
economy requires more efforts not only of commercial companies 
and universities, but also financial institutions, government 
agencies, institutions of non-profit nature, as well as the media. The 
network nature of the interaction in this connection is the best. 
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HEIs not involved in active interaction with businesses lose 
competitive prospects, lose revenues, public prestige, rating 
positions, and downgrade the opportunities for their graduating 
students for a better employment and progressing returns. 

 

3.3. The strategy of exploitation of good European practices 
3.3.1. Strategy at national level  

 
The importance of the above challenges has been recognized 

by certain part of education professionals in Russia in the last 25 
years. But only few years ago the structural shaping the 
management of professionalization in line with the global trends 
had been commenced. The new social and economic environment 
demands a drastic change in the teaching process, introducing new 
standards and approaches for the quality measuring criteria to be 
introduced to meet the requirements of effective activity and 
demands of employers. This is why the working out and introducing 
the vocational standards has become the basic instrument to adjust 
the employers’ demands and HEIs opportunities. This mainstream 
direction of activity is considered to be a priority and basic line for 
the state program documents defining the guideline policy for 
science (Gritsenko, 2014) and education development9.  

 
It is expected that the potential stakeholders and beneficiaries 

of the occupational standards are as follows:  
(a) employers when shaping the personnel policy and 
personnel management, during personnel training and 
qualification testing, job descriptions drafting, defining salaries 
and wages, granting the vocational grades to employees, and 
fixing the remuneration systems based on the respect of 
particular features of a particular industry, its labor conditions 
and management; 

                                                           
9 a) Federal'nyj zakon ot 29 dekabrya 2012 g. № 273-FZ «Ob obrazovanii v Rossijskoj 
Federacii». URL: http://base.garant.ru/70291362/  
b) Gosudarstvennaya programma Rossijskoj Federacii «Razvitie obrazovaniya» na 2013-
2020 gody // Ministerstvo obrazovaniya i nauki Rossijskoj Federacii. URL: 
http://minobrnauki.rf/dokumenty/3409  

http://base.garant.ru/70291362/
http://minobrnauki.rf/dokumenty/3409
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(b) HEIs while in shaping the occupational teaching curriculum 
and programs; 
(c) employees interested in occupational/professional 
retraining and professional upgrading 10. 
 
The coordinating parties in this work are the Federal Ministry 

for Labor and Social Development (in charge of vocational 
standards) and on behalf of the employers – Russia Industrialists and 
Entrepreneurship League (RSPP). Their web sites are regularly 
updated with instructive guidelines)11. Further to this the above 
League (RSPP) has set up the National Agency for Qualifications 
Development (NARK) which in collaboration with the Labor and 
Social Insurance Research Institute and Federal Institution for 
Education Promotion (FIRO), has initiated the publication of papers 
titled “The National Qualification System”12. The NARK agency has 
worked out and commenced the publication of guideline 
instructions (selected papers and documents called “The 
Independent Evaluation and Qualification Certification”13, 
“Occupational Standard Layout”14, “Regulation on Occupational 
Standard”15, etc.). 
  

In compliance with President’s Decree #596 dated 7.5.2012 
named “On a Long-Term National Economic Policy”16  Russia has 

                                                           
10 Postanovlenie Pravitel'stva RF № 23 ot 22 yanvarya 2013 g.  
«O Pravilax razrabotki, utverzhdeniya i primeneniya professional'nyx standartov» . URL: 
http://base.garant.ru/70304190/  
11 http://рспп.рф/    
12 Nacional'noe Agentstvo razvitiya kommunikacij. URL: http://www.nark-
rspp.ru/?p=2185#more-2185  
13 Nezavisimaya ocenka i sertifikaciya kvalifikacij: cb. materialov i dokumentov. URL: 
http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp-
content/uploads/%D1%81%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BA-
%D0%BF%D0%BE-
%D1%81%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%84%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%B0
%D1%86%D0%B8%D0%B8.pdf  
14 Maket professional'nogo standarta. URL: http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp-
content/uploads/Maket_professionalynogo_standarta.doc  
15 Polozhenie o professional'nom standarte. URL: http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp-
content/uploads/Maket_PS.docx  
16 Ukaz Prezidenta RF ot 7 maya 2012 g. № 596 «O dolgosrochnoj  gosudarstvennoj 
e'konomicheskoj politike». URL: http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI  

http://base.garant.ru/70304190/
http://www.nark
http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp
http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp
http://www.nark-rspp.ru/wp
http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI
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commenced the work on setting up the National system of 
competences and qualifications. It is aimed at establishing a system 
to balance the interests of the state, businesses and civil society and 
being able to promptly shape the effective would-be professionals 
with a curtain set of skills and competences good to globally 
compete with foreign corporate sector.  

 
According to the national Road map the expected outcomes of 

this schedule by the year 2020 are as follows: 
v legalizing the underground labor sector covering over 11 

Million workers (including 5 Million freelancers or distant 
workers and 6 Million people engaged in craftsmen 
promotion); 

v establishing sustainable collaboration between businesses and 
education system under new market environment; 

v launching the pilot dual VET model providing an in-service 
practical skills shaping; 

v innovating the educational platform for a non-stop learning 
facilities to stimulate economic growth by citizens’ 
participation without terminating the current employment 
(distant modes of learning);17 
 
Pursuant to Ministry of Labor’s Order #118 of 25 March 2014, 

named “On the Expert Council for Occupational Standards under the 
Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, Russian Federation, the 
above Council was set up incorporating over a 100 specialist in 
different areas/trades18. Later in April 2014 in line with the 
President’s Decree #249 of 16 April 2014 “On the National Council 
under the President of the Russian Federation the mentioned 
institution headed by A. Shokhin was established19 to function as a 
consultative body to consider issues relating to the system of 
occupational qualifications in Russia. 
  
                                                           
17 Ukaz Prezidenta RF ot 7 maya 2012 g. № 596 «O dolgosrochnoj  gosudarstvennoj  e' 
konomicheskoj  politike». URL: http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI  
18 http://www.rosmintrud.ru/docs/mintrud/orders/249  
19  http://kremlin.ru/acts/bank/38330  

http://base.garant.ru/70170954/#ixzz3J1YW7WAI
http://www.rosmintrud.ru/docs/mintrud/orders/249
http://kremlin.ru/acts/bank/38330
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The National Council is structured as follows: 
v group dealing with setting up the occupational and sectoral 

councils for qualifications development20; 
v occupational standards group; 
v group on the implementation of occupational standards in 

education eco- system; 
v group for independent certification of employees’ 

qualifications; 
v group on issues for exploitation and development of the 

national system of occupational qualifications. 
 

The following institutions were nominated as basic for support 
the National council’s activities in terms of expertise and regulation: 

a) Labor and Social Insurance Institute under the Ministry of 
Labor and Social Protection, Russian Federation; 

b) National Agency for Qualification Development under RSPP 
(Russia Industrialists and Entrepreneurs League); 

c) Federal Institute for Education Promotion; 
d) National Research University “Higher School of Economics”. 

 
The solution to the problem of the shortage of qualified 

personnel by creating modern National System of professional 
qualifications.  

 
   
 The main tasks of this Council are: 
v elaboration of proposals to the President of the Russian 

Federation to identify priority directions of State policy in the 
sphere of training of highly qualified personnel; 

                                                           
20 Shmakov, FNPR Chairman, joined this group 
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v coordination of the activities of the relevant authorities (the 
government agencies), employers' associations, trade unions 
and associations, public associations, educational, academic 
and other institutions on the establishment and development 
of National System of professional qualifications in Russia; 

v verification of draft legislative and other legal acts of the RF, 
including the Orders by the President of the Russian 
Federation, including review of President’s draft orders on the 
development of National System of professional qualifications 
in Russia; 

v verification of draft occupational standards, preparation of 
expert papers and proposals for the improvement of 
professional/occupational standards; 

v verification of draft federal/national educational standards for 
conformity assessment, preparation of proposals for their 
improvement; 

v preparation of proposals for the development of the 
professional activities’ classifiers and their subsequent 
updating; 

v promoting the international collaboration in the field of 
development of national systems of professional/occupational 
qualifications. 

 
The above Council has commenced the setting up the sectoral 

expert councils to promote the qualifications development under 
the management of the institutions to be defined by the Council. At 
present the number of such councils is 22. Apart from sectoral 
expert councils there are several sectoral committees acting as 
permanent bodies of the national system of vocational qualifications 
that are aimed at shaping and promoting the 
professional/occupational qualifications for certain types of 
professional activity. 

 

This is the way Russia boosts the approach based on the 
European practice. In almost all advanced European states there is 
a classical model of private and state partnerships, including dozens 
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of tripartite institutions acting at national, regional and sectoral 
levels of management involving the representatives of: 
v World of work (employers and trade unions); 
v Education and training; 
v Management in education. 
 
For instance,  
- UK is known to have sectoral councils; 
- France has consultative occupational committees for key 

industries coordinating its activities with the National council 
for managing the vocational education and training and 
Bureau for partnership with world of work and consultative 
occupational councils and committees under the Ministry of 
Education; 

- Netherlands: the national institutions for vocational education 
and training involving businesses and industry, unions 
confederation, and education system; 

- Denmark: the sectoral committees under the National council 
on training collaborating with the Consultative Council on 
standards for VET in cooperation with social partners; 

- Austria: The Federal Chamber of Labor in cooperation with 
provincial chambers acting as employers collaborate with 
Austrian Employment Service (AMS) subordinate to the 
Ministry of Labor, social policy and customers’ support, as well 
as the sectoral experts’ councils. 
 
However, despite the clear strategy for managing the 

occupational guidance, still there is a challenge of figuring out the 
criteria and indexes of effectiveness of the management system for 
professionalization. 

What do we mean by the term “specialists’ 
professionalization”? This is a multi-stage and multi-level process, 
including:  

(a)  career guidance activity supposing the information for a job-
seeker about the scope of occupations available, diagnosing 
the fitness of this or that job offer to the entrant, involving a 
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job-seeker in an occupational activity for gaining the special 
skill good for this or that job; 

(b) the availability of requirements to a particular 
occupational/professional training and qualification level; this is 
carried out by means of setting up the occupational standards 
and the independent certification system;  

(c) the availability of public demand for upgrading the 
effectiveness of the above activity, and on the other side – the 
availability of personal motivation of the specialist in the 
occupational growth that insures the targets, interest, and 
work satisfaction, and shapes the occupational position; 

(d) the availability and apprehension of occupational culture. 
 

3.3.2. Internationalization of professional education 
One of most significant problem of Russian HEIs in 

harmonization of models with foreign HEIs is a weak internalization 
of education, students’ exchange and teachers’ cooperation with 
foreign partners.  
 The term “internationalization” as a concept emerged in the 
Bucharest Communique (2012) and means integration of 
international intercultural and social dimension in the higher 
education system.  Internationalization criteria and indicators are as 
follows:  
v Availability of Universities’ internationalization strategies/road 

maps (to be issued by 2016);  
v Percentage of students participating in international education 

mobility (targeted at 30% by 2015);  
v Teachers’ mobility rate (targeted at 52% by 2015 yearend);  
v Availability of a structural subdivisions at University in charge 

of international activities;  
v The number of courses/modules lectured in foreign languages;   
v conducting of programs in network (internet) form as a joint 

educational programs;  
v  Issuance of European Diploma Supplement.  

 
 In Europe we see such typical forms of internalization: 
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v Availability of various foreign partners in higher education; 
v Membership in international networks; 
v International offices and international coordinators at HEIs; 
v Intercultural campuses;  
v Growing number of international students; 
v Intercultural teaching staff;  
v Visiting professors; 
v Programs and courses in English; 
v Summer Schools; 
v 2-3 languages training. 

 
Internationalization has reached highly advanced results: 
v Student mobility (minimum 1 semester at a foreign country or 

internship at a foreign company); 
v Availability of international partner networks; 
v Curricula with ‘mobility windows’; 
v International students service facilities; 
v Promotion of Double / Joint Degree Programs; 
v English language courses for incomings and home students; 

 
One of Russia’s key targets in the promotion of 

internationalization is to offer an adequate amount of exported 
education services pursuant to   Russian Federation strategy for the 
period 2011-2020.  Russia currently hosts more than 100 thousand 
foreign students. More than 40 thousand of them are Russian 
government federal budget students. 

 
Russian HEIs are facing the challenges in internationalization as 

follows (Pic.9).  
 

Risks to the development of incoming student mobility:  
v the language barrier (Russian ranks 6th in the list of foreign 

languages most difficult to study);  
v Russian best universities low ranking in THE and QS indexes; 
v Lack of global recognition of Russian best universities’ 

diplomas;  
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v Russia’s service infrastructure staying at a low level; 
It is necessary:  

v to improve marketing strategies to promote Russian HEIS’ 
export opportunities;  

v to improve funding the Russian HEIs’ ad campaigns abroad; 
v to ensure mobility by government financial support, including 

funding the creation of joint programs;  
v to upgrade the level of foreign language learning at Russian 

HEIs;   
v to increase the number of programs in foreign languages at 

Russian HEIs;  
v to simplify the migration and labour legislation;   
v to promote the regulation and methodology of mobility 

maintenance; 
                  Pic.9. Problems of Russian HEIs’ internationalization 

 

 

  Outgoing academic mobility challenges:  

v language barriers;  
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v lack of financial resources: lack of budget funding;   
v inadequate non-budget financial resources;  
v complexity of accessing foreign grants;  
v complexity in gaining entry visas;  
v Russian diplomas foreign recognition problem; 
 

Incoming academic mobility difficulties:  
 

v Complexity in acquiring a teacher’s license for foreign 
academic staff:  

· work permits and candidates’ selection procedure;   
· obligatory certificate of no criminal record;   

v permanently changing labour and migration legislation; 
 

Russian Universities have been committed to internationalization 
due to the following reasons:  
v University development objectives require the promotion of 

international cooperation in search of a better quality 
education;  

v International dimension is supposed to be one of key criteria 
to define university’s effectiveness;  

v Internationalization helps to settle a large variety of task faced 
by the University; 

v Internationalization allows to improve HEI’s position on the 
global market; 

v Russian Ministry of Education and Science requires several in 
qualitative and quantitative parameters for showing the 
internationalization activity; 

 
3.3.3. Managing the professionalization 

 
Quality management in education ecosystem 

The process of transition of the Russian education system to 
the European standards requires special focus on the issues of 
education quality management as follows:   
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v Setting-up a special State agency for education quality control 
and monitoring (Rossobrnadzor);  

v public accreditation of educational institutions by independent 
organizations;    

v professional public accreditation of educational programs 
conducted by employers on a voluntary basis;   

v setting-up an independent system of qualification 
certification. 
 

The education quality in Russia now supposes a special attention 
to   following target groups:  
v disabled persons;  
v aged groups;   
v low-income citizens;   
v representatives of ethnic, cultural, linguistic minorities;   
v migrants. 

 
The network system for educational programs 

Russia is now on the way of innovating the existing education 
system by creating networks such as the so called “vertically 
integrated educational complexes” (structures) involving the 
following elements:    
v incorporation of pre-college schools, similar profile colleges, 

applied science universities and their branches into a network 
of education units;   

v exchange of training/education modules between HEIs; 
v network form as a tool for engaging employers in the learning 

process; 
v elective modules as parts of the educational programs 

implemented by the corporate universities and training 
centers; 

v system requirements for the content and teaching methods, 
recognition of learning outcomes for the modules; 

v e-learning’s transparency of the process and the formation of 
the e-portfolio, confirming respective learning outcomes. 
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The following model suggested how one could figure out the process 
of managing the professionalization in a particular industry: (table 
7). 
 

3.3.4. Russia:  Strategy at Sectoral Level 
 

The following fundamental documents were approved by 
Ministerial (Russia Labour Ministry) Committee on Professional 
Standards:   
v Professional standard layout  
v Regulation on the professional standard 
v The methodology of the professional standards 
v Procedure for examination of projects of professional 

standards 
v Recommendations for the design of professional standards 
v System certification of qualifications 
v National Qualifications Framework.  

 
Professional standards are to be used by: 

(а) employers in the course of shaping the human resources policy 
and in HRM, when organizing training and personnel certification, 
during the development of job descriptions, in the pricing works, 
when assigning wage categories of workers, when establishing 
remuneration systems considering peculiarities of organization of 
work and management; 
(b)  HEIs and colleges during the development of professional 
educational programs; 
(c)  employees - for career planning. 
 
National System of Competences and Qualifications 
v The purpose of the project: setting-up a system describing and 

shaping the attitude of citizens, businesses and government 
agencies to create, develop, accumulate, reproduce, evaluate 
and protect of competencies in order to improve the 
competitiveness.  

v Expected results of the project:  
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¨ Setting up 25 million jobs for high-tech employees by 
2020; 

¨ Reaching the share of 30 percent for highly skilled 
workers by 2020 of the total number of skilled workers; 

¨ Ensuring by 2020 Russia's position in top-20 countries 
rating by the World Economic Forum by the following 
criteria:  
· quality of vocational education and training;  
· level of managerial skills;  
· innovativeness. 
 

v Subprojects and key activities:  
 

1. Providing the link between the strategic priorities and business 
needs, the interests of the professional community and the existing 
supply of competencies and qualifications including: 
v  Professional orientation and development of schoolchildren 

and young people; 
v Establish the monitoring system of supply and demand on 

labor market; 
 
2. Reorientation of the vocational education system to ensure global 
competitiveness of Russian graduates, products and services:  
v Promote networking of high schools and businesses; 
v Quality education management; 
v Improving the quality of teaching staff and optimization of 

teachers’ remuneration; 
v Improving the academic mobility; 

 
3. Life-long learning and retraining (qualification improvement): 
v  Promotion of e-learning; 
v Stimulating the development of additional education 

programs and training; 
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Table 7. Conceptual model for evaluation of the results of professionalization21 

Management 
aspect 

 
 
Management 
level 

Social Economic Psychological Socio-Technical Legal 

Sectoral/ 
Industrial 

Scale of social 
partnership 

Public 
acknowledgement 

of a certain 
profession/occupat

ion 

Sharing professional 
values and goals 

Innovativeness (how 
open a certain sector is 

for innovations) 

Professional 
associations 
(freedom of 
professional 
associations) 

Corporate CSR (corporate 
social 

responsibility) 

Institutional and 
functional 

“structurability” 
(how optimal the 

structure is) 

Social and 
psychological climate 

(team spirit level) 

Intellectual capital 
(availability) 

Accessibility of 
professional 

tribune (freedom 
of speech) 

Personal Professional 
standards 

Professional 
stimulus 

Professional motivation Professional 
competences 

Professional 
guarantees 

                                                           
21 Kapterev A.I. Professional knowledge as an object of management: multidisciplinary approach: Monograph. – Verlag.- Saarbrucken.- Deutschland. 
[Orig.ru]- 2012.- P. 172  
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Pic.10. Strategy at sectoral level 
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4. Labour migration: organizing the assessment of applicant 
competencies to enhance the competitiveness of the domestic labor 
market:  
v Changes to the legal and regulatory framework; 
v Working out the tools and programs to enhance the 

professional and trans-regional mobility on Russian labor 
market. 

 
5. Standardization: Develop the professional standards to ensure 
the accumulation and upgrading the competencies and personal 
responsibility: 
v  Working out and implementing the classification of 

occupations; 
v  Setting up the legal framework and support mechanisms; 

 
6. Assessment and certification: setting up a system of independent 
certification of competences and qualifications on labor market:  
v Creation of legal framework; 
v Setting up a number of certification centers; 
v motivating the demand for certification. 

We can see at the federal level the work on the formation of 
the modern List of professions done under the initiative of the 
Strategic Initiatives Agency. At present the above List amounts for 
1620 profession/occupations. 

 
3.3.5. Strategy for HEIs’ level 
The challenge for HEIs is to play a leadership role in stimulating 

partnerships for local collaboration between educational, economic 
and social actors. Russian universities are well aware of the general 
practice of cooperation with world of work as well as many 
companies have their own experience of interacting with HEIs, 
however along with traditional Soviet/Russian style of building 
relation based on random “connections” a new UBC strategy is 
aimed at building a system approach in this important direction of 
activities.  
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Traditionally practiced activities in this field are as follows: 
bilateral forms of collaboration like workshops, seminars, etc. The 
new trend of activities ranges from bilateral meeting among 
university and companies to more formalized events: 
v Bilateral meetings between companies’ staff and the 

university’s researchers, between interns and tutors, etc.; 
v Companies’ self-presentations for students to build a dialogue 

for getting engaged through joint workshops, student joint 
projects, student course papers, master’s thesis, internships, 
Ph.D. projects, and up to a possible full employment;  

v Company employees’ acting as trainers/coaches at University; 
v Company employees attending post-graduate courses; 
v Career Days for students; 

 
Perspective activities look to be as follows: 

v Joint workshops and information meetings regarding new 
opportunities to gain external financial resources (state run 
tenders, EU grants, etc.); 

v  Ad hoc meeting to identify new radical ways of interaction to 
foster innovation (including external partners and industry); 

v Presentations of labs, equipment etc.; 
v Setting up business incubators;  
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Pic.11. Mechanism of drafting the professional standards in Russia 
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Overview of the best practices of cooperation between Russian 
HEIs and employers 

 
UBC (University-Business Cooperation) had become an 

important factor of quality and reliability of a University, one of key 
criteria for competitiveness in a labor and education markets. ALSR 
(Academy of Labor and Social Relations, Moscow) has been 
committed to the UBC issues. One of the examples of this is working 
out the Model Act (Law) on Training Tailored to the Demands of 
Labour Market (Annex 2). 
 
 This indicator has been regarded as one of priority points while 
evaluating the University’s effectiveness by the Russia Education 
Ministry for allocation the budget funding and development. An 
employer may judge how good the market demand for particular 
university according to the following indicators is: 
v The rate of alumni working in line with diploma degree and 

qualification; 
v The rate of specialists trained by a university on the basis of a 

University-Employer contract; 
v The number of applications from Employees to University for 

Training; 
v The number of alumni registered at the Labor Exchange offices; 
v The number of complaints received by the University from 

Employers for the quality of training the specialists with a 
particular University diplomas; 
Therefore, the University’s success depends on how active UBC 

is at a respective University. Since the transition to the system of the 
State federal higher education standards the HEIs’ objectives have 
become clearer. And since 2013 when education standards have to 
be based on the being developed professional standards, the 
universities’ targets are getting better matched with labour market.   
 

The traditional forms of interaction between University and 
Employers are as follows: 
v Preparation and organizing the pre-diploma internship 

(“practice”) occupational training on the job; 
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v Employer’s staff participation in the teaching process, lecturing, 
working as members of the State Testing Teams, defining the 
diploma work themes, qualifying references of diploma papers, 
taking part in open hearings of graduation diploma 
presentations; 

v Carrying out diploma thesis ordered by the employers and 
exploitation of the results of the investigated areas in practical 
work; 

v Joint R&D projects:  consulting, carrying out the commercial 
contracts, holding courses for qualification upgrade for 
municipal and federal state institutions; 

  
Further is the detailed description of the above UBC forms. 
 

(1) Organizing for students the on-the job training and pre-
diploma internship  
 
The dates and duration of this particular form of training has 

been fixed in line with teaching schedule and calendar plans at a 
respective university. Most often the training is carried out in line 
with the contract to be signed by a University with the same profile 
enterprise. Its plan, including drafting the contracts, is done by the 
division for students’ occupational guidance. To settle the emerging 
challenges related to this type of training a special Rector’s resolution 
is signed to assign training coaches being the members of each profile 
department/chair. In its turn, the concerned enterprise assigns co-
leader of the training being the employer’s representative. 
 

(2) Holding presentations by potential employing companies 
 In these functions not only enterprise HR officers take part, but 
its key specialists as well. The most effective presentations at a 
University campus are those which are aimed at students of a 
particular occupational profile. Vacancies fairs are also held at 
Russian universities when representatives of leading Russian and 
foreign legal entities acquaint the students with peculiarities of 
working for these companies and offer various forms of employment: 
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temporary engagements like internships, temporary contract 
employment as specialists, etc. 
 
     (3) Target training    

This Russian practice presents some long term contract 
relations between a University and an Employer. Every year the 
“target students” from different chairs/departments are selected 
into one group to be taught in line with a special (individual) study 
plan (program/curricular). According to this plan some subjects 
(majors) are replaced by special ones, which are taught by the 
teachers of a profile (base) chair/department to be coordinated with 
the enterprise/employer. 
 
Example:  

Saint Petersburg State Electric and Technological University 
(SPBETU) and Federal State Enterprise – Scientific-Research Institute 
“VECTOR” perform such type of practice of cooperation. And within 
the frame of the Partnership agreement there is a so called “base 
chair/department” at the University which acts according to the so 
called “target training” for the final year students. The Enterprise 
shapes a perspective (no less than 3 years) plan of demand for 
graduating students, structured by years and occupations. The 
students, participating in the target training, are getting employment 
by the “VECTOR” enterprise first at “half-day” employment or “non-
full day” employment. 
 
 (4) Training through research projects   

This Russian type practice has several advantages for both 
parties: the would-be specialists promote their skills of independent 
research work, get acquainted with the future work and its staff, 
while the employer gets a chance of a prior technological guidance in 
favor of the students and evaluating the students’ capacity during the 
testing results of the target training period. For an effective 
implementation the infrastructural functions there is a necessity to 
set up and involve in the system of partnership relations the research 
institutions able to provide the research escorting the above 
functions. 
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Examples:  
 1) The Lomonosov Moscow State University has several joint 
labs set up in alliance with huge companies like Microsoft, Intel, as 
well as Russia’s biggest corporations. Several University-Enterprises 
tandems present joint projects established on the base of Russia 
Governments resolution #218 providing for setting up a tender 
selection of best university-enterprise applications winners.  
 2) To exploit this education technology at Saint Petersburg 
Technological University there had been set up a student academic-
project bureau with a key target to involve students in research and 
constructive projects carried out at partner enterprises. All the 
projects are being done by students under the guidance of these 
companies and university teachers. 
 3) The Moscow Building Engineering University in alliance with 
Ufa Motor Building Industrial Corporation carries out a project for 
manufacturing titanic and aluminum casting; 
 4) There is such a tandem like Moscow Physics and 
Technological University and Centre for High Technologies 
“KHIMRAR”, Saint Petersburg National Research University for 
Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics in a tandem with 
Research Industrial Corporation for Plastic Processing, etc.; 
 5) Perm Technical University in alliance with a number of 
corporations and academic institutions has set up a new research 
strategy named “Innovations Management” for studying the 
innovative industrial issues. Promoting that sort of research work is 
impossible without a high level of integration. It is being carried out 
by means of research projects, for instance, in the partnership of 
“Proton-PM” Joint Stock Company, “Motovilikhin Works” Open Stock 
Company, Innovation Leaders promotion program like Presidential 
MBA, DBA programs in alliance with Ural Branch of Russia Academy 
of Science; 
 
 (5) Students target training at the site of employer  

A “target students training” practice is being carried out on the 
territory of an enterprise in the afternoon following a specially 
worked out schedule. This type of training promotes shaping a team 
spirit for students. The enterprise tutor in order to test and control 
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the training outcomes hold the youth research conferences where all 
the trainees – future specialists are supposed to deliver presentations 
of the results. 
 
Example:  

“Electropribor” Central Research Institute has set up a 
Specialists Training Centre, and in alliance with Saint Petersburg 
Technological University established a joint structure to meet the 
demands of both institutions. And what is specific for it: the test and 
exams are run by the committee which is being set up by the 
Resolution of the Enterprise director and is comprised of its most 
experienced specialists, while the university teachers are not allowed 
to join the testing and exams. There is a practice to carry out 
assignments by the students acting in groups (collectively). 
 
 (6) Professional Career Planning Technology 

In Russia in the last few years there have been an introduction 
of a practice known as career portfolio being a set of papers or e-
version list of a student’s academic, research and personal 
accomplishments. Career portfolio enables the employer to evaluate 
the learning, research, personal and professional results. It may be 
comprised of the following documents: graduating qualification 
papers, course papers, report on passing the industrial internships, 
text of presentations done at research and applied studies 
conferences, copies of published articles in professional magazines, 
diplomas and certificates of honor, honor stipend certificates, 
recommendation letters by university teachers and coaches. This 
requires effective contact of a student with a teacher and academic 
coach, as well as with a potential employer. 
 To shape a quality portfolio one should organize a motivation 
campaign for teachers to make them participate in the coaching 
activity (coordination of the theme for a research paper, writing 
recommendation letters, reference feedback of student’s work, etc.). 
 
Example:  

Russian State University of Humanities (Moscow) holds a 
teachers’ seminar dedicated to “Modern Technology for Planning 
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Career Guidance – Career Student’s Portfolio” aimed at promoting 
students’ work to shape a good portfolio. A special project called 
“Students for Students” offers a tool to promote and discharge 
student leaders’ ambitions by presentation of one’s experience, 
accomplishments which may be interesting for future employer. 
There have been a number of surveys conducted to figure out the 
graduating students’ attitude to the quality of gained education, 
including supplementary courses, plans for the future education, 
accomplishments and views on the potential employment.  The 
mentioned University plans to set up on its website a data base of 
students resumes good for employers. Employers shall be advised to 
upload the list of tests (cases) to arrange a due selection of the 
possible employees. 
 
 The above list of UBC practices are aimed at promoting 
collaboration contacts between students and employers. This may 
upgrade the prestige of a University by providing good employment 
opportunities to its students, and partner employer-institution may 
better organize its personnel strategy. Apart from this, such 
cooperation enables the University to evaluate the prospects of 
fostering specialists of this or that profile. 
  

However, in most of the regions of the Russian Federation the 
following challenges are yet to be settled:  
v providing a legal support for the projects under construction, 

including joint projects with employers; 
v providing an information support for UBC stakeholders on the 

regional level; 
v participation of university academics in shaping the innovative 

regional development strategy; 
v monitoring the labor market demands, vacancies, innovations; 
v accounting and measuring the research and innovation 

potential at HEIs tailored to labor market demands; 
v working out the knowledge and technology transfer strategy to 

maximize the profit; 
v shaping the budget in favor of the innovative projects good for 

local environment development. 
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Settling the above problems will contribute to settling the 
learning challenges: extending the volume of practice targeted 
knowledge and skills in the content of learning (promoting the 
competence approach); upgrading the interactive methods of 
teaching technology (reducing the rate of lectures in favor of 
brainstorming, business games, practice cases, group projects; and 
upgrading the research and project component in the learning 
process.  
 The above partnerships strategy encourages the sharing of 
experience and knowledge in the achievement of common goals and 
creates a dynamic learning environment. Partnerships vary in both 
size and scope but important for Russia is to establish an 
infrastructure for UBC functioning: 
v increase access to qualifications and certification; 
v enable individuals to improve skills; 
v facilitate continuing professional development (Lifelong 

learning); 
v encourage research, innovation and evaluation; 
v knowledge transfer and application. 

 
The flexibility inherent in partnerships lends itself to a variety of 

models for the delivery of skills training and adult learning including: 
v work-based learning with responsibility for supervision shared 

between education institutions and enterprise; 
v assessment of prior experiential learning; 
v increasing access for individual learners to Higher Education; 
v teachers and researchers into enterprises to teach, mentor, 

coach and train working professionals from enterprises into 
HEIs to teach, assess and to advise on and contribute to new 
skills training development; 

v joint research between HEIs and enterprises; 
v sharing resources, facilities and equipment.22 

                                                           
22 Learning Partnerships In Local Economic Development – Evidence From Central And 
Eastern Europe / Mike Alderson // Academic Proceedings of the 2014 University-Industry 
Inter- action Conference: Challenges and Solutions for Fostering Entrepreneurial  
Universities  and  Collaborative  Innovation.- Barcelona, Spain 
April 23-25, 2014.- P.14. 
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The existing literature covers a broad range of areas relation to 
the configuration and model of entrepreneurial university from re-
formulating university mission and strategy and re-aligning university 
with external challenges and demands to embedding 
entrepreneurship education throughout university curricular and 
developing infrastructure to support graduate entrepreneurship. 
Increasingly universities are being required to operate more 
entrepreneurially, commercializing the results of their research and 
spinning out new, knowledge-based enterprises and play an active 
role in knowledge economy.23 

 
Russian HEIs under different ministries and state agencies treat 

differently the understanding of innovation and entrepreneurship   in   
education, and it getting more important to work out joint approach 
for collaboration. The more important is the communication skill to 
bridge the academic and business cultures, humanities and hi-tech 
mentality. It is a matter of special concern for trans-disciplinary 
projects where different points of view exist and require common 
ground and understanding. Further, an attempt is offered to create a 
concept to converge the above approaches and models as follows: 

1) to increase HEIs’ entrepreneurial spirit by means of: 
v searching for potential financial sponsors to provide facilities 

for student entrepreneurship (including fund-rising for student 
start-ups, etc.); 

v searching for qualified and motivated business partners good 
for innovative practice;  

v better articulating the entrepreneurial feature of a university 
employing businessmen as teachers; 

v focusing the applied studies opportunities; 
v introducing more elective courses; 

In Russia in the last few years, entrepreneurship is turning into 
a noticeable source of potential career opportunities. And the more 
alumni start-ups occur, the more offers to a home university students 
appear. 

 

                                                           
23 The same book.- P.47. 
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4. Road map for UBC enhancing    
4.1. Main directions of HEIs’ modernization 

We can see main directions of HEIs’ modernization as follows: 
v Changing the priorities of state budgeting the HEI system (in 

favor of technical profile future specialists: over 40 percent of 
all budget students by 2017);  

v Changing the state accreditation and licensing policy – 
redistribution of the admission quotas in favor of effective 
higher schools, reorganization or liquidation of inefficient 
universities and branches (to be completed by the Russia 
Ministry of Education and Science); 

v  Accelerating the promotion/development of 
professional/occupational standards (employers’ competence); 

v  Creating the system of forecasting the labor market demands 
for graduates and monitoring of their employment (function of 
the Russia Ministry for Education and Science); 

v  Raising the HEIs’ CEOs/Rectors’ personal responsibility for the 
employment of graduates.                                                                                   

The Government of the Russian Federation approved the Action 
Plan aimed at popularizing the workers and engineering occupations 
(Order No. 366-r of March 5, 2015) to provide as follows:   
v the promotion of “competences based approach” (similar to 

learning outcomes Bologna model) at HEI level; 
v the promotion of professional/occupational events, awareness 

campaigns, including open door days, meetings of 
representatives of businesses, with teachers, research fellows, 
and students;  

v promoting the World skills movement in the Russian 
Federation.  

The Government of the Russian Federation approved some 
orders to provide as follows:   
v forecasting staffing needs of the economy in the regions of 

Russia (Order No. 641 of June 30, 2015);  
v creating of forecasting careers’ repertoire (1620) (Order No. 46 

of February 10, 2016); 
v the formation of national registry of public accreditation of 

educational programmes. 
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Pic.11. Federal road map  
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Pic.12. Road map for regional level 

 
 

At the moment the process of setting up the expert councils is 
under way and monitored by the Ministry of Labor and Social 
Protection of the Russian Federation.  The Expert Councils have been 
set up of the representatives of employers' associations, non-
government organizations, trade unions, other non-profit 
organizations, educational institutions of professional education, the 
federal executive authorities, professional associations and other 
stakeholders. 
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Pic.13. Road map for sectoral level 

  

Pic.14. Tasks of expert councils and prognostic/forecast centers 
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In the last few years the Government of the Russian Federation 
has increased investment in the system of professional education and 
training. Today profit tax reliefs have been introduced for certain 
types of expenditure for education institutions and fixed by the Tax 
Code of the Russian Federation. 

 
In order to enhance the effectiveness of the educational system, 

there is a need to extend the tax breaks to any business investments 
in education and training without reference to "their" or "stranger". 

To this end must be removed from under the taxation of 
property and cash investments by employers in professional 
education and training, including: 
v tuition of persons who are not enshrined in the Treaty 

obligations under the follow-up work in the company, including 
for additional corporate scholarships; 

v grants for teachers of HEIs to pay for their training and 
professional development; 

v creation of profile departments, laboratories at HEIs, the 
purchase/transfer of equipment needed to improve the quality 
of professional education; for the purchase of teaching 
materials, training programs, etc.; 

v organization of production and pre-diploma practice for 
students of HEIs (including travel to the place of internship and 
back, accommodation during practice); 

v career guidance of scholars, including the creation of 
specialized classes, teacher training. 

 
There is necessary to delegate for sectoral councils on 

professional qualifications authority to develop, review, analysis, 
coordination and control over the execution of documents on the 
development of systems of qualifications, as well as for the 
preparation of recommendations on the development of systems of 
remuneration in accordance with the sectoral qualifications systems 
and the establishment of salary differentiation depending on the skill 
level of the employee, the quantity, quality, complexity and the 
conditions of work. 

An important element of the sectoral professionalization 
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management system is the transparency of funding for scientific 
projects. As an example of the successful solution of this problem, we 
refer to the experience of Slovenia and its government Public 
research agency (ARRS - hereinafter referred to as the Agency) 
established in 2004 as a public organization. The Agency is in charge 
of recruiting experts for analysis and funds allocation for important 
research programmes. The annual budget of the Agency of €175 
Million has to be distributed among different research groups 
depending on their ratings. The Agency works closely with the 
Institute of information science (IZUM) and coordinates its work with 
the Ministry of higher education, science and technology. IZUM is a 
national institution established by the Government of Slovenia as a 
key element of information structure providing its access to modern 
information facilities. This defines its mission and functions in 
compliance with the Act approved by the Government. Under the 
law, the Institute is to organize scientific research, and according to 
the law on librarianship, it is defined as the information and library 
service national bibliographic system (COBISS.SI). 

IZUM performs the following activities: 
v creating and managing databases of professionals and 

researchers;  
v organizing professional training and consulting;   
v organizing and promoting information system for monitoring 

the research activities in Slovenia;  
v participating in Slovenia development programmes as the 

information society;  
v developing and implementing communication infrastructure in 

education, research and cultural organizations;  
v coordinating and promoting bibliographic services in the 

country;   
v coordinating the development of standards and PC applications 

for information service.   

IZUM cooperates with similar organizations around the world 
and in accordance with the guiding principles of its strategy. The 
coverage of its services ranges the entire ex-Yugoslavia countries: 
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Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro via 
COBISS.Net facilities and SICRIS (Slovenian Current Research Rating), 
which includes information on research projects, scientific research 
institutes, groups and individual researchers. Selection mechanism is 
that any scientific activity of the academic staff and university 
teachers is measured in scores (points), the amount of which 
constitutes an annual ranking of all participants. Under agreements 
signed with foreign information services, IZUM provides free access 
to various foreign databases and services (Web of Science, OCLC, 
FirstSearch, ProQuest, etc.) for users in Slovenia. Its governing body 
is the Expert Council of 11 experts in relevant fields in Slovenia and 
abroad. IZUM activities are financed by various sources: state budget 
(ministries), municipal resources, corporate and private funds, etc. 
About 10 percent of its operations are carried out by agreements with 
all sort of customers.  

Public research agency of Slovenia (ARRS) renders financial 
support to the development and functioning of COBISS.SI systems 
and SICRIS. It also covers the costs of purchasing equipment and 
technical services of access to local databases of academic and special 
libraries. Based in Maribor the IZUM Institute together with ARRS 
promotes and maintains the SICRIS information system.  

 SICRIS databases cover the following scope of institutions and 
individuals:  

v 815 research organizations;   
v 1315 research groups;  
v 13515 researchers;   
v 5229 research projects;  
v 888 research programmes. 

SICRIS also provides its users the access to presentations of over 
500 projects carried out under the European framework programme 
directly from the CORDIS database project system. The SICRIS 
databases are structured in line with EU standards, available in 
English, and provide information by search requests in any key fields 
for research organizations and individual researchers with a 
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password access.  

This transparent technology may be of special importance for 
independent rating of individuals and research groups/institutions in 
Russia.   

4.2. Road map for HEI level of collaboration with World of Work 
 
A Road map for HEI level may look like as follows:  
v Marketing research of labour market demands for university 

graduates of particular professional profiles; 
v Monitoring the would-be students’ professional expectations 

for career planning; 
v Modeling the competences on the base of learning outcomes 

system; 
v Benchmarking the top quality education product; 
v Engaging the “smart-university” concept as a means of 

professional consulting; 
v Interaction with sectoral expert councils; 
v Lifelong Learning as a booster of innovation in education, 

research, and business; 
v Wider exploitation of e-learning; 
v Engaging key social partnership’ stakeholders: policy makers, 

private and state corporations, investors, trade unions, funds, 
credit institutions, etc.; 

v Promotional activities in order to create long-term cooperation 
programs with partners, including various education/training 
institutions. 

Now when there is a shortage of career centres at Russian HEIs 
(only 330 centres available at about 1000 universities in Russia) it is 
essential for HEIs to go ahead with setting up that type of centres to 
focus on the following activities: 
v Providing to the students and graduates with information on 

employment opportunities, current vacancies, internships and 
training; 

v Conducting of trainings and seminars on effective behavior on 
a labor market, CV/resume drafting, interviewing, etc.; 
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v Conducting the career events: “career days”, job fairs, 
conferences, presentations, lectures, seminars, trainings, 
business games, and round tables; 

v Vocational guidance counseling and testing; 
v Setting up the industrial Internet portals for young 

professionals. 
  All kinds of UBC activities (student course papers, internships, 
student employment, master’s thesis, research projects, joint 
funding, visiting   teachers, joint workshops, practice-centered 
conferences, innovation labs, etc.) are be monitored by the career 
center, and aimed at improving the quality of career management. 
Additional information on career centers at Russian HEIs is available 
(see Annex 3.)  

 

4.3. UBC audit at HEI level 
 
The system approach and the above conceptual model for 

evaluation of the results of professionalization (see Table 7 on P.68) 
supposes that the set of target indicators should cover the following 
effectiveness criteria: social, economic, psychological, socio-
technical, and legal. They will demonstrate the effectiveness of 
exploitation and enable to define the reserves for more effective 
professionalization management (Table 14). 
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Pic.15. Model of career management at HEI level  
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Table 14. Criteria and indicators of UBC effectiveness at HEI level 

Criteria Indicator Unit of measurement 
I. 

Corporate 
social 
responsibility 
(CSR)  

1.1. Share of 
employees covered 
by collective 
bargaining system 

Percentage of the total 
number of employees 
covered by the collective 
bargaining system in the 
reported period  to the 
total amount of 
employees in the same 
period 

1.2. The availability 
of agreements with 
state/government 
bodies (for NGOs 
only) 

Number of agreements 

1.3. The availability 
of agreements 
(contracts) with non-
profit and NGOs (for 
state sector) 

Number of agreements 

1.4. Charity Money allocated for 
charity per capita in the 
reported year 

1.5. Reporting on 
social issues 

Pursuance to AA 1000 AS, 
ISO 26000, SA 8000 
standards 

1.6. Social audit The availability/number 
of national or international 
CSR certificates 

1.7. Labor Safety Work places’ rate of 
fitting the labor safety 
requirements (level of 
noise, vibration, light, gas, 
etc.) 
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II. 
Institutional 
and functional 
structure 
(how optimal 
the structure 
is) 

 
 

2.1. Position 
hierarchy 

The number of levels in 
positions hierarchy 

2.2. Dismissal level Dismissed and newly 
appointed employees 
ratio to total number of 
employees 

2.3. Company social 
effectiveness 
(solidarity)   

Employers’ share on social 
benefits for employees 
(percentage to total 
annual remuneration) 

2.4.Level of 
employees average 
salary   

Ratio of average 
employees’ salaries to 
regional average salary 

2.5. Employees 
company’s average 
salary growth rate 

Percentage to the 
previous period (year, 
month) 

2.6.Set of Social 
Benefit 

Percentage of social 
benefits amount value  to 
the average remuneration 
amount (per capita) 

2.7. Ratio of 
stimulation part 
(bonuses) to basic 
salary   

Median over the company 

III.  
Social 

and 
psychological 
climate (team 
spirit level) 

3.1. Prospects of 
the career 
promotion and age 
progression  

 Percentage rate of up to 
35 years of age group 
within “management” 
group during the reported 
time 

3.2. Career 
promotion prospects 
and gender  

Rate/percentage of  
female managers in 
company management 

3.3. Rate of CEO 
salary amount to 
average  salary rate 
in industry 

Percentage 
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3.4. Funds allocated 
to employees 
corporate healthcare 
system 

Percentage to an 
employee’s average 
monthly   

3.5. Amount of fund 
for extra pay for 
effective work, 
innovations, etc. 

Percentage to an 
employee’s average 
monthly per  capita 

3.6. Amount of 
voluntary 
contributions for 
supporting the social 
infrastructure, social 
projects and 
endowment, etc. 

Percentage to employee 
monthly average salary 
per capita 

3.7. Rate of 
voluntary fees to 
pension accounts of 
employees by 
employer 

Percentage to employee’s 
monthly average per 
capita 

IV. 
Intellectual 
capital 

4.1.Level of 
employees’ 
professional 
education 

Ratio (percentage) of 
higher professional 
education diploma holders 
among employees to the 
total number of HEI 
employees 

4.2. Academic 
qualification 

Percentage of 
doctoral/candidates 
degrees holders to total 
number of HEI employees  

4.3. 
Academic/research 
activity 

Number of doctoral 
diplomas issued to the 
number of academic 
employees (research 
fellows and 
teachers/professors only) 
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4.4.Publication 
activity 

Citation index (HEI 
average Hirsh index rate 
according to RINZ)1  

4.5. Retraining 
activity 

The number of hours 
dedicated by one 
employee by profile 
groups (employees, 
specialists, etc.) for the 
reported period 

4.6. Cost of staff 
retraining courses 

Rate of actual HEI’s annual 
cost of training (internal 
and external) to total 
employees’ number 

4.7. Innovation 
activity 

Number of registered 
patents during the 
reported year to the 
number of employees 

V. 
Accessibility 
of 
professional 
tribune 
(freedom of 
speech)   

5.1.Participation of 
the company in 
associations, 
councils, 
committees, 
including sectoral 
business 
associations, centres 
of public 
accreditation of 
qualification, etc. 

Membership total figures 

5.2.Median activity 
of managers 

Ratio of media to  
number of managers in 
the reported year 

5.3. Internet 
activity 

Click Through Rate (CTR) 
of HEI website  

                                                           
1 Russian citation index 
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5.4. Social net 
activity 

Ratio of accounts in the 
social nets to the number 
of employees 

 

A clear business strategy is one of the factors for the success in 
a competitive environment. However, no less important is the issue 
of motivating the executives of Universities, departments and chairs. 
Any business strategy to be worked out by HEIs’ departments/chairs 
has to be flexible in terms of taking competitive advantage of the 
changing regional market situation. The advantage of the chair is in 
its ability to coordinate its short-term and strategic objectives with a 
University’s mission being very close to the World of Work. The chairs 
can easily forecast the risks and challenges related to employability 
for graduates.  They should also find their position in the education 
services market and within the social partnership ecosystem monitor 
the emerging problems as follows:   
v identifying the factors affecting the development of the market 

of educational services at a particular sector;   
v monitoring the competitors’ strategies, their weak and strong 

features on the basis of SWOT analysis;   
v shaping its own assets for future development; 

 Technologically the UBC audit means the opportunities for the 
University to affect the social environment. To figure out its 
opportunities the universities should understand the peculiarities of 
the region they operate in, in particular the average age of the 
inhabitants of a particular region, education level, cultural level and 
financial resources of the population etc.  A university campus has to 
be self-sufficient and open to outsiders.   

UBC audit at HEI level may be carried out in some steps. The first 
step covers the assessment of the external societal environment. 

 
Step 1. UBC audit of the external societal environment 
 Starting with a macro level means our intention to observe first 

the situation at a HEI’s level with a focus on major education 
programmes and its most significant, sustainable trends. In this 
connection we may get the answer to the following questions: 
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v How employable are the graduates of this particular 
occupation?  

v How good are the market prospects for this particular 
occupation?   

v Who is the leader in the local education services market?   
v What are the factors of being a market leader?   
v Are there opportunities for our HEI/department to improve the 

market position?   
v How good are the prospects for current market leaders in five 

years?   
v What are the benefits of the market leader and its operational 

advantages?   
v What is the history of the development of training for a certain 

occupation/profession, dominating trends in the region? 
 
 Step 2. UBC audit of university’s potential 

In this step it is need to analyze by figuring out the state of 1) 
competitors (education institutions); 2) HEI entrants and students; 3) 
stakeholders. 
 The purpose of the competitors’ analysis is to define their 
market position and operational prospects.  It may be carried out by 
providing the answers to the following questions:  
 1) General analysis of competitors: 
(a) Scope of competitor’s services: 
v What is the competitor’s general strategy?   
v What are the competitors’ particular services consumers?  
v What are competitor’s strategy priority objects - quality, tariff, 

terms or brand?  
v What are the competitor’s advantages, and weak points?  
v What institutions are the competitor’s business collaborates 

(local, regional, and global)?  
v What is the benefit of such a partnership? 

(b) Financial background: 
v What are the sources of competitor’s income?  
v What is the general amount of assets?  
v What is the annual average growth rate?  
v Does a competitor possess an external financial support? 
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(c) Institutional background:  
v What is share of market coverage?  
v What is its level of centralization?  
v How quickly a competitor reacts to changes?  
v How strong is a competitor (total number of employees)?  
v Is there a reengineering of business process?  
v How effective is the exploitation of a human capital?  
v What is the procedure of teachers’ casting?  
v What is the impact of a competitor’s corporate culture on 

business effectiveness? 
 

2) Analysis of entrants and students:  
(a) To what extend a HEI department (school, chair) takes into 
consideration the entrants’ and students’ needs? 
v Do alumni maintain contacts with HEI department (school, 

chair)? 
v How positive are these contacts?  
v What is the rate of tuition fee?   
v What are the means of a chair to advertise its activity? 

(b) To what extent a HEI department (school, chair) may carry out and 
change the entrants’/students’ needs/expectations? 
v What are the reasons to enter a certain department?  
v What is the difference in attitude to entrants/students at a 

certain HEI compared to a competitor’s institution?  
v Do chairs identify students’ professional intentions/ 

expectations? 
v Can chairs improve the competitiveness of their student?  
v To what extent do the curricula consider those expectations?  
v How do chairs study entrant’s/students’ preferences?  

  
 3) Analysis of stakeholders. 
 Stakeholders are groups of people interested in the activities of 
a Chair and having some benefit of it. First of all, they are local HEIs, 
schools and colleges, community groups, and parents. Since the 
impact of stakeholders on chairs’ activity seem to be less direct, the 
scope of assessment may also be not that great. 
 Issues occurring in this connection:  
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v What benefits do stakeholders expect of chairs?  
v What does stakeholder value in chairs’ activities?  
v What is its contribution to such a social partnership?  
v What are the potential risks for chairs within the above social 

partnership? 
 

 Step 3.  Choosing of UBC audit’s tools 
 It gives an opportunity to identify significant trends in social 
partnership and assess its impact on the competitiveness of a 
HEI/department. How can a Chair affect the situation in the 
education services market? The answer to this question may help to 
work out its strategy. 

 
Russian Universities which had never been centered on 

business profit are now being integrated in the market economy have 
to mind their business social partner’s interests. For this purpose, it 
is necessary to develop a clear business strategy fitting the partner’s 
priorities. Innovative cooperation with business entities is nowadays 
a necessity for institutions of higher education and supposes setting 
up new entrepreneurial joint structural units like incubators, 
competences centres, techno parks, etc.  However, in pursuit of 
commercial profit when money interest is dominating in general 
strategy, there is a risk of transforming the traditional university into 
a business school. Russian universities should gain new advantages 
and preserve their fundamental objectives like research-centered 
activity and knowledge dissemination in a new economy. 

Tables 10-13 present the structure of benefits for UBC social 
partnership stakeholder: (a) students, (b) chairs/departments (c) 
employers; (d) HEI’s management. 

 
Table 10. Students’ benefits: 

 
  
Goals 

New knowledge and professional skills; 
A good internship experience; 
Eventual employment opportunities; 
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Tools and 
instruments 

Student’s face-to-face contact with business 
coach; 
Joining practice-centered training; 
Improving and developing knowledge in the 
course of research projects; 

  
  
Some KPIs 

Percentage of students successfully employed; 
Bachelors/Master thesis quality; 
Gaining new professional contacts; 

  
  
Risks 

Lack of motivation; 
Lack of commitment; 
Lack of self-management. 

 
Table 11. Benefits for Сhair/Department: 

  
Goal 

Underlying a Chair’s academic and education 
features; 
Raising Chair’s prestige, and human capital; 
Dissemination of research findings and teaching 
accomplishments; 

  
Tools and 
Instruments 

Surveying students, alumni, other partners; 
Advertising education programmes, elective 
courses;  
New opportunities to activate Chair’s 
participation in potential projects of a wider 
scope, bigger size, and complexity, 
multidisciplinary nature; 

   
 Some KPIs 

Chair’s h-index;  
Publication of project research findings and 
teaching results in peered reviewed journals of 
research (SCOPUS, WOS); 

  
Risks 

Lack of teachers’ motivation; 
Lack of management support and commitment; 
Lack of focus on project objectives and/or 
stakeholder outcomes; 
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Table 12. Benefits for enterprise: 
 

  
Goal 

Access to teachers’ human capital and innovative 
knowledge; 
Access to professional partnerships and nets; 
Access to students/potential employees; 

 
Tools and 
instruments 

Setting up “company-based” chairs; 
Increase in co-funded projects and R&D;  
Employees’ professional qualification upgrade; 

  
 Some KPIs 

 
Upgrading company’s competitiveness; 

  
Risks 

Overestimated ambitions and joint project 
expectations; Lack of management and staff 
commitment; 
Over reliance on Universities’ potential; 
Lack of market take up and resulting growth. 

 
Table 13. Benefits for HEI’s management: 

 
  
Goal 

Students’ satisfaction as an advertising tool; 
Teachers professional growth; 
Improved research and teaching quality; 
Rise in national and global ratings. 

  
Tools and 
instruments 

Surveying the staff; 
Students/graduates’ employment metrics; 
quantity and quality; 
Dynamics in University ratings. 

  
  
Some KPIs 

University applicants’ competition rate; 
Executives/teachers’ salaries ratio; 
Education programmes variety and uniqueness;   
Participation in professional associations; 
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Risks 

Lack of tuition income; 
Excessive focus on both fundamental courses vs 
applied studies and vice-versa; 
Teaching staff age and gender imbalance;   
Insufficient students to open and sustain an 
education programme. 

 
 To conclude, we have shown the possibility of using the 
quantitative indicators which being well presented and combined 
into integral indexes, may well be applied as a tool to compare the 
effectiveness of career management by means of comparison by 
respective industrial sectors, comparable businesses and periods of 
time, etc. In our opinion, this road map may present the opportunity 
to measure the “human factor” in a more distinctive way. 

 
We have suggested the evaluation framework for UBC audit at 

HEI level as follows: (Pic. 16). 
Then we have suggested KPIs for each block in the survey. 
Quantitative KPIs -1: numeric information about HEI’s activities: 

v HEIs’ cooperation agreements/contracts with secondary (pre-
college) schools; 

v “Open door” days; 
v Participation in the University events like fairs, exhibitions, etc.; 
v Participation in professional activities outside the University 

(fairs, exhibitions, etc.); 
v University courses for entrants getting prepared for entrance 

exams; 
v University graduates/alumni database; 
v Printed advertising materials and media ads about the 

University (radio, TV, SNN, etc.); 
 
Quantitative KPIs - 2: number of available career guidance 

opportunities: 
v Career-guidance office in University; 
v Information for entrants on the website of the University; 
v On-line website “consultant” service; 
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v Interaction with the municipal employment service; 
v Personnel studying the entrants' preferences;   

 
Quantitative KPIs -3: professional testing of entrants: 

v Number of oral and written tests per year; 
v Number of questions in all tests per year; 
v HEI’s prize (bonuses) fund for the career-guidance work; 
v Conducting interviews with entrants for admission to HEI; 
v Participation of employers in the career-guidance work (apart 

from University staff);   
 

Pic 16. Evaluation framework for UBC audit at HEI level 

 

 

Quantitative KPIs -4: professional testing of students: 
v Study of students’ motivation structures at different levels; 
v Articles on the research of students’ motivation structures 

published by University staff in the last 5 years; 
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v Information for graduates on the University website; 
v Career planning for students; 
v Lists of requirements to a young specialist (knowledge, skills, 

psychological features) in University for different specialties;   
v Professional standards in industry for different specialties; 
v Curricula based on professional standards; 
v Agreements with partner/employer on internships for students; 
v Average duration of students' internship; 
v Online consultant service for interns on the University website; 
v Availability of vacancies database for graduates; 
v Monitoring the students’ profiles (accomplishments) 
v Assessment of students' professional competences. 

 
Quantitative KPIs -5: E-learning and credit mobility 

v Full-time teachers / part-time teachers ratio (percentage); 
v Full-time teachers / students ratio (per 100 students); 
v Part-time teachers / students ratio (per 100 students); 
v Full-time doctors and candidates of science / students ratio (per 

100 students); 
v Full-time teacher’s classroom loading factor (percentage);   
v Number of academic hours a full-time teacher spent in 

classroom per year; 
v Elective courses / required courses ratio for bachelor program 

(percentage); 
v E-learning students / all students ratio in the University 

(percentage); 
v Number of seminars and conferences held at HEI with foreign 

participants; 
v Agreements with foreign higher schools and research 

institutions; 
v Number of expatriate (visiting) professors/teachers; 
v Inclusive (joint) courses (foreign credit mobility opportunities); 
v Home University’s students in mobility programs (minimum 1 

semester); 
v Foreign students involved in external mobility programs (min 1 

semester); 
v Courses taught in foreign languages; 
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v Number of full-time teachers lecturing in foreign languages; 
v Number of part-time teachers lecturing in foreign languages;   
v Number of part-time coaches (tutors) from industry performing 

in foreign languages; 
v Available European Diploma Supplements; 
v Dual diploma education programmes/projects; 
v Independent certification of competencies; 
v Number of certificates awarded to students outside home 

University per year.    
 
Quantitative KPIs -6: Financing of education: 

v How much money does Your University spend for 1 student per 
year; 

v Amount of money earned by University (educational services 
only); 

v Amount of money earned by University per 1 student per year; 
v Endowment fund amount total; 
v Endowment fund total / number of all sponsors (ratio);   
v Budget students / non-budget students ratio (percentage); 
v Amount of money from native sponsors per year; 
v Amount of money from foreign sponsors per year; 
v Annual tuition fee; 
v R&D budget for students’ projects. 

 
  Quantitative KPIs -7: Employment prospects for a particular 

profession/specialization: 
v Professional profile based employment graduates / total 

number of graduates’ ratio (percentage per year); 
v Professional profile based employment graduates / total 

number of graduates’ ratio (compare the running year and the 
previous one); 

v Average regional earning in a given occupation (industry) by 
university graduates; 

v Coordinating Council on employment of graduates; 
v University's staff participation in sectoral Council on 

competencies and qualifications;   
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v Small businesses (educational and industrial complexes) at the 
University; 

v Small innovative enterprises (labs) in HEI; 
v Own students participated in small innovative enterprises per 

year; 
v Foreign students participated in small innovative enterprises 

per year; 
v Agreements (contracts) of HEI’s cooperation with schools; 
v   Participation in professional activities in the University (fairs, 

exhibitions, etc.); 
v   Participation in professional activities outside the University 

(fairs, exhibitions, etc.); 
v   Courses for entrants in the University; 
v   Database of graduates in the University; 
v   Printed advertising about the University and advertising in 

social media (radio, TV, etc.);  
 
Using the method of critical management factor (CMF) enables 

to check and measure the significance of particular sides of UBC 
activity. This requires the above criteria and KPI indexes. To make it 
more visible the following radar charts (or spider charts) are offered 
below (Figure 1). The effectiveness of this process should be 
monitored. Therefore, to get a more comparable knowledge at 
different levels the measurable indexes should be identified to define 
the UBC activity degree.  

This method allows to transfer the UBC strategy into the 
practical actions for the near future. 

 
Take the complete unit radius i.e. achieving of the 100% level 

for any of the axes. Then normalize the scale of assessment, and if 
the rate for a specific criteria is expressed as a percentage, divide it 
by 100 and express with decimal fraction, for example, if K1 = 75%, 
then K1/100= 0,75.  If another criteria expressed in absolute figures, 
then normalize it to the same decimal, for example, if  К2=6, then 
К2/10=0,6. Then calculate the average on this criteria Ki , using the 
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formula   �� = ���������   , where n – all indicators (KPIs) in this 
criteria. 

Similarly, we calculate the indexes to other criteria. Then one 
may calculate total index of UBC audit’s effectiveness (UBCI) for a HEI 
level, applying the square polygon formula:  ������� = � �0,5��� �360˚� �� ������������ … (������) �

���  

where A, B, C, L, N – values of the criteria in all axes of the polygon, 
m – number of all groups of criteria (Fig.1). 

If total index UBCI in this HEI more than in the other HEI, so the 
UBC activity there is organized better. 
However, since each industry and each country has specific UBC 
feature one can conduct expert assessment of the weight of each 
factor in each index in order to specify the UBCI for different 
countries, regions, and industries. 

 
Figure 1. Visualizing the situations in measuring of UBCIHEI for 

different HEIs 

 

The successful UBC audit becomes a very important instrument 
to understand the HEI’s effectiveness, especially for the applied 
sciences universities, and one of the most key criteria of HEIs’ 
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competitiveness in the education and labour market. This indicator 
may be qualified as a priority factor in evaluating the University by 
the Ministry of education, defining its national prestige and global 
rating position. 

 
This is the way to build a successful UBC as an instrument for 

shaping the necessary competences in high market demand.  
 

4.4. Road map at corporate level 
 
Russian universities are facing the need to transfer the 

corporate experience into the learning environment to develop the 
innovative solutions for HEIs’ departments/chairs by means of 
business case studies as follows: 
v for acquiring an innovative applied knowledge for certain 

market segments and target groups; 
v for enhancing the competitiveness on a particular labor market; 
v for reaching a better entrepreneurship-centered commitment 

by a HEI’s staff; 
v for the introduction of new communication strategies (such as 

TV, internet, social media, etc.). 
 
 Company-based chairs and companies’ branches at HEIs may be 
set-up in close cooperation of educational institutions of different 
levels and World of Work and professional associations on the basis 
of social partnership and employers’ and HEIs’ facilities and assets.  
 The challenges in UBC area are as follows:  
v the National Qualification Frame being currently under reform; 
v lack of information coverage; 
v employers expect a more relevant knowledge and skill;  
v lack of high-tech jobs;  
v employers’ low motivation for students’ internship;  
v substantial regional and sectoral diversity in UBC building in 

Russia; 
v “human factor” (CEOs’ personified attitude to UBC importance).  
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 The above “company based departments” are to be featured as 
follows: 
− particular enterprise-centered commitment for the benefit of 
future employees training and permanent staff retraining;   
−  commitment to joint applied research work; 
−  bringing innovation into the HRM daily activities;  
− joint work at career guidance, occupational selection and adjusting 
to particular work places;  
−  bridging the content of courses/modules to an enterprise’s 
peculiarity; 
− providing an enterprise with internship students, postgraduates 
and young research fellows; 
− engaging the outside leading specialists as teachers, tutors, coaches 
to training/retraining; 
- favoring the perspective opportunity to become the centre of 
educational nets and clusters. 
 At the moment there are 1600 “company based departments” 
in Russia, and the number is expected to progress.  
  

Road map at corporate level is aimed at stimulating and 
improving international and intercultural competences of business 
students and teachers. Cultural gaps are expected to get be bridged 
by collaborating with international colleagues. (Pic.17). Given the 
international dimension of the projects, students’ intercultural 
competences will be enhanced. Furthermore, the international 
dimension of projects becomes genuine when students have a 
chance of attending lectures, but exchanging life and professional 
experience. It is very important for corporate level to attract 
employers to jointly develop educational programs and design of 
professional competencies. Only such interaction might produce a 
specialist needed in the current labour market and years ahead.  

 
Russian education professionals are getting now accustomed to 

innovative terms like “dissemination of EU best practices”, “learning 
outcomes implementation”, etc., which however have been well 
known under different titles. More important in this connection for 
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understanding the education ecosystem management is to work out 
and use mutually understandable terms (see Annex 1).  

 

Pic.17. Road map for corporate level (department, school, chair) 

 
 

As seen above, in recent years, Russia has been actively shaping 
the sectoral professionalization management system in compliance 
with the European model.   And 2013 was the beginning of the 
process of setting up the professional standards in Russia. At the 
moment the total number of the above standards is about 800.  
Special state bodies as infrastructural elements to manage the 
professional education have been set up: National council under the 
President of the Russian Federation on qualifications and 
competencies in 2014, and sectoral Expert councils - under the 
Ministry of labour and social development of the Russian Federation 
(22 councils are available now). In short, government management is 
supplemented by vertical public component now, which is quite logic. 
Still a number of challenges are on the agenda: inadequate state of 
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working out the system of independent qualification certification. A 
lot of work has to be done by Russian higher education institutions in 
terms of harmonization of Russian and European educational 
programs (Russia still follows the outdated in the West system of 
faculties/departments and chairs).  In accordance with the European 
General requirements (learning outcomes) for bachelors (the Dublin 
descriptors, 2004) the graduate is expected to:  
v demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the subject area;   
v be able to apply the acquired knowledge and understanding, 

demonstrate a professional approach to reasoning and problem 
solving, and possess the competencies for the respective area; 

v be able to collect and interpret data related to the studied 
professional field;  

v be able to discuss ideas, problems and solutions among 
professionals;  

v be able to upgrade personal qualification on a life-long basis. 
 

Table 8. The general structure of bachelor degree 
programmes 

Types of classes ECTS 

Mandatory courses 147  (82%) 

Special courses 6     (3,3%) 

Elective courses 12   (6,6%) 

Seminar by professor (preparation of final thesis) 12   (6,6%)   

Practical work at the company 3      (1,5%) 

Total 180 

 
 The Dublin descriptors of 2004 for masters training requires the 
following  learning outcomes: 
v being able to apply the knowledge and understanding obtained 

at a bachelor level for research purposes; 
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v  ability to apply new knowledge for unusual (extraordinary) 
situations using trans-disciplinary approach;  

v ability to integrate knowledge and skills to formulate 
conclusions and take corporate socially responsible decisions 
under insufficient information bearing the prospect of HRM 
position;  

v ability to discuss the approved decisions in simple and clear 
terms with specialists and non-specialists; 

v ability to follow one’s competences and skills through Lifelong 
learning;  
 
Table 9. The general structure of the Master programmes  

Types of classes ECTS 

Mandatory courses (3 blocks) 55 

Special courses (3 blocks) 9 

Seminars 2 

Practical training 3 

Elective courses  18 

Master thesis 30 

Practical work at the company 3 

Total 120 
 

The picture below presents one of many versions of evaluation 
framework for corporate (school or chair/department) level (Pic. 18). 
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Pic 18. Evaluation framework for UBC audit at department 
(chair) level 

 

 
 

Further is the KPI sample for each block of survey questionnaire: 
Quantitative KPIs – 1: Evaluation of priorities: 

v Students’ internship and training at an enterprise; 
v Scientific and practical conferences, seminars, round tables 

with employers, employment centers, employment agencies; 
v Holding meeting for representatives of the employer and 

students; 
v Study visits to an enterprise; 
v Signing long-term contracts with various employers’ 

companies; 
v Career days; 
v Job fairs. 

 
Quantitative KPIs – 2: Influence of factors on problem situation: 
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v Weak legal and regulatory framework; 
v Absence of monitoring and forecasting the labour market 

demands; 
v Contradiction between demand and supply on the labour and 

education market; 
v Employers’ seldom participation in public certification of 

educational programs as expert, in the entrance examinations 
as testing team members, in consulting of bachelor and master 
thesis's; 

v No information about participation of employers in the 
educational process, timing and modalities of participation. 
 
Quantitative KPIs – 3: Forms of collaboration: 

v Various tools to identify employers’ attitude on the issue: 
questionnaires, interviews, and expert analysis; 

v Ranking the graduates’ competencies in terms of their 
relevance to regional labour market demands; 

v Special modules in curricula prepared upon employers’ 
requests; 

v Holding of students’ internship and training at enterprises; 
v Setting-up the chairs’/departments’ offices at employing 

businesses; 
v Invitation to employers, practitioners and graduates for 

meetings, workshops and training sessions with students; 
v Help students to create of portfolio; 
v Involvement of students in research run by employers; 
v Invitation to employers for guiding the diploma projects. 

 
Quantitative KPIs – 4: Monitoring of collaboration: 

v Monitoring the last year working students’ employment 
particulars: place of employment, duties’ list, etc.; 

v Personal monitoring all-years students’ employment records 
(career movement particulars); 

v Personal students’ impressions on their internships at 
companies/enterprises; 

v Analysis of students’ attitude to the learning process at 
chairs/departments; 
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v Relationship between teachers and students; 
v Students’ assessment of teachers’ qualifications; 
v Questionnaires for surveying: a) employers’ opinions on 

interns; b) interns’ opinion on the training. 
 
Quantitative KPIs – 5: Databases of collaboration: 

v Tasks for the teacher as representative of the chair/department 
at the enterprise; 

v Tasks for the representative of enterprise at the 
chair/department; 

v Letter to employers who are proposing creative collaboration; 
v Draft agreement on setting-up a chair’s branch at an enterprise; 
v Model agreement on regulating the students’ internship; 
v Students’ internship plan; 
v Binding document to provide employment of final-year 

students upon graduation at a respective enterprise. 
 
Quantitative KPIs – 6: Best partners on labour market: 

v Identifying best partner employers; 
v Availability of chair/department’s special agreement with an 

employing Company; 
v Availability of alternative collaboration apart from internships;  
v Employers’ participation in students’ thesis consulting; 
v Employers’ membership in the examination board;  
v Availability of chairs’ strategy of interaction with employers. 

 
It is also possible to apply previously described algorithm in 

order to obtain comparative data on the UBC audit effectiveness at 
the corporate level.  

 
Conclusion 

  
Under planned economy it was the state to define the number 

of specialists and sectoral requirements. Under the present 
circumstances these requirements are shaped by the terms of the 
labour market.  Educational institutions should take into account 
demands of the labour market and employers, and the employers 
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should shape demands to the profession and to actively participate 
in the development of educational programs for training in the 
priority disciplines. In these circumstances, it becomes essential to 
develop and use in higher education new methods and forms of 
effective interaction between HEIs and employers that allow 
fostering professional competences necessary to carry out 
sustainable and dynamic development of the relevant industries, 
including high technologies. However, in the modern education 
ecosystem the priority strategy should be aimed at a quality structure 
of gained knowledge good for settling practical targets rather than at 
accumulating the gross information. Students should be centered at 
getting the skills and ability to understand the essence and 
consequences of new technological processes. 

 
Now when technological progress is boosting in most of the 

advanced economies, for a specialist of high caliber it is not enough 
to gain only practice centered competences. In Russia the problem of 
modern higher education is in defining the balance between the 
fundamental and practical filed of competences, and it has to be 
reflected in the curriculum.  

 
In connection with the transfer to European model of bachelor-

master degrees’ system in Russia, this problem has become more 
serious. This creates problem for both academic staff and employers. 
And the way out of this is working out the system of 
professional/occupational standards. By now the total number of 
these standards is around six hundred. But setting up standards alone 
is not enough to settle the issue. It is necessary to stimulate 
employers to take active part in various HEIs’ academic activities 
(shaping the competences and curricula, teaching, testing and 
certification).       

 
Students surveys in Russia demonstrate the downgrading 

interest to the chosen specialism from year to year. Three are several 
reasons to this: the economic reason is in limited difference between 
the amount of remuneration of college, university graduates and 
experiences professionals. And it is very difficult for young specialists 
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to get employed after graduating. Half of all employed in Russia are 
engaged in occupations not related to diploma awarded. As of 
Moscow HEI graduates, only 10 percent get job that fit their 
professional competence according to diploma. This is also the 
reason of not only economic, bus social problems. This is why it is so 
important to improve the level of professionalization management 
and UBC audit as an important part of it.       

 
Since there are more than thousand universities in Russia at the 

moment, the federal state education authorities have divided this 
huge number of HEIs into three groups: 11 federal universities, over 
100 national research universities, and others (over 1.000 
universities, including branches). And the budget support is primarily 
granted to first two groups only. That is why the majority of the third 
group of universities lacks financial resources for maintenance of lab 
equipment, teachers’ salaries, and other facilities like endowment 
funds, grants, bonuses, etc.  This is the reason why this group of 
universities has no other way to survive than to build strong 
cooperation with world of work (enterprises, businesses, and other 
employers). Russian universities need setting-up new 
entrepreneurial structures – innovation lab, business incubators, and 
develop additional professional education facilities.  

Education programs have to be aimed at labour market 
demands, thus providing better opportunities for graduates’ 
employment. And universities should do marketing research to find 
the right niche in the education services market. The above chapters 
have offered some criteria of UBC audit.    

 
Another objective for Russian universities to survive in the 

competitive market is the ability to evaluate their available human 
capital (the indicators of which were shown above) for its more 
effective exploitation.  

Moreover, another pending resource for University’s branding 
is the use of students and alumni potential in terms of their feedback 
in the process of learning and teaching at the University. More than 
300 career centre (Student Employment Facilitation Centres) set-up 
in Russia in the recent years have been aimed at settling this target.   
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What are the real instruments to settle the existing problems? 

They are as follows:  
v Providing legal support to intellectual property; 
v Setting up and maintaining national and global professional 

networks; 
v Promoting the Universities’ scholars’ participation in shaping 

innovation strategy development of Russian regions; 
v Regular market monitoring; 
v Providing search for free market niches (for students – labour 

market, for teachers – education services market); 
v Promoting entrepreneurial spirit for an effective exploitation of 

the research results and better returns; 
v Promoting the fund rising of innovation projects tailored to the 

market demands. 
v Enhancing the interaction between major stakeholders of the 

education ecosystem;  
v Russian universities’ global and national rating improvement; 
v Promoting the universities’ internationalization;  
v Shifting teachers’ workload from class work to research 

activities; 
v Promoting Lifelong Learning and e-learning; 
v Getting rid of unmotivated people in education ecosystem 

(applicants, students, teachers, managers, etc.); 
v Rejecting the commercial approach to UBC as a sole priority in 

quality evaluation;  
  

The above challenges and instruments presented in the road 
maps for different level of education ecosystem give the opportunity 
to observe the social partnership in the Russian labour market as a 
specific object of professionalization management. The effectiveness 
of the offered management system may be evaluated by means of a 
set of suggested criteria and UBC KPIs.   
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Annex 1. 
GLOSSARY 

 Competence - dynamic combination of knowledge, skills, 
experience, and ability to apply them for successful professional 
activity. Competences may reflect the required knowledge, skills as 
mentioned in the professional standards describing labour functions 
and labour actions.  
 Employer – a person or legal entity (organization) entered into 
employment relationship with an employee. 
 Experience - the combination of practical knowledge and skills 
used in professional activity. 
 Federal State educational standard - normative instrument 
that defines the set of mandatory requirements for a certain level of 
education/training for professional activity, approved by the federal 
executive power in the sphere of education. Federal State 
educational standards include requirements for: 
1) structure of the major educational programs (including parity 
compulsory part of the basic education program and part formed by 
the participants of the educational relations) and their scope; 
2) terms of organizing the fundamental educational programs, 
including personnel, financial, logistic and other issues; 
3) results of mastering the basic educational programs.  
 Independent assessment and certification of qualifications - 
the process of confirmation of job seeker qualification’s compliance 
to requirements of professional standards.  
 Informatization - global trend of transition from the industrial 
type of society (where the majority of the working population is 
employed in the production of industrial products and services) to 
information type of society and to society with a knowledge based 
economy. 
 Intellectualization of activities - one of the consequences of the 
information society. This term means the growing demand and 
opportunity to use professional knowledge, i.e. structured, complete, 
objective, accurate, up-to-date information good for effective 
professional activity. 
 Professional knowledge – an employee’s scope of specific 
thesaurus and set of case studies for settling professional issues; 
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 Labour market - system of social and economic relations 
regulating the demand and supply of labour force of various 
qualifications. 
 Learning outcomes - 1) general and professional competences 
that match a particular  profile and level of education and 
qualification, as well as the ability to their continuous upgrading and 
improvement; 2) socially and professionally important quality 
characteristics of graduates from various professional education 
programs, consistent with the requirements for education and 
training; 3) the necessary skills and knowledge reflected in the 
professional standards;  4) set of knowledge, skills and/or 
competences, acquired in the course of learning (definition adopted 
and recommended by the European Commission to be used within 
the European qualifications framework). 
 Level of competence - characteristic defining an employee’s 
degree of ability and willingness to implement acquired knowledge 
and skills in a World of Work. 
 Types and Levels of education – types: general, professional, 
vocational (VET), optional;  general levels: pre-school (kinder 
gardens), primary school (3 years), secondary school (8 years),  
professional levels under-graduate (VET and bachelor), graduate 
(master), post-graduate; optional (for children and specialists). 

National Qualification’s Framework – a tool to structure the 
levels of qualifications for use in employment and education systems; 
 Occupation, profession – both terms are equivalent to any 
socially recognized human activity;    
 Professional culture – a part of a personal or group culture to 
identify  the professional knowledge, skills, competencies, practical 
experience, as well as the most progressive methods of their use and 
implementation, which is an essential condition for the effective 
professional activity. 
 Professional mobility - the ability and willingness of employees 
to change the activity, professions (including retraining) under the 
permanent modernization of technology and labor market. 
 Professional/occupational standard - featuring the 
qualification requirements for particular professional activity (labour 
functions, duties, competencies, etc.). 
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 Professionalization of specialists - a multi-stage and multilevel 
process determined by: a) career guidance policy; b) labour market 
demand fixed in the professional standards; c) personal motivation 
for training, retraining, professional upgrade, d) commitment to 
professional culture. 
 Public accreditation – a procedure of recognition of education 
programmes by professional non-government associations and 
expert councils.  
 Qualification – a tool to fix the ability and competence to fulfil 
a curtain labour function.  
 Quality of education - an integral feature of the educational 
process and its results, to measure their conformity with changing 
social challenges.  
 Sectoral level – a limited set of industrial branches (parts of 
national economy); 
 Skill – the ability of an employee to effectively implement the 
professional functions using the acquired competences; 
 Vocational Education and Training (VET) – a specific type 
education 
aimed at training and fostering specialist nor requiring theoretic 
background and covering most popular professions/occupations; 
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Annex 2. 

The annex to the Ordinance of the IPA CIS from 23.11.2012 № 
38-9 

 

C.I.S.-MEMBER STATES INTER-PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY 

MODEL ACT “ON THE TRAIING TALIORED TO THE LABOR MARKET 
DEMANDS” 

CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1. Targets and implication 

The present Act lays down the fundamentals for legal regulating the 
relations emerging in the process of functioning the system of 
professional training. The aims are as follows: 

· Consolidation of the efforts of the subjects of the system of 
regulation the relations in the system of professional 
education and the subjects of regulation the relations on 
the labor market for revealing the current and the 
prospective demands of the labor market in the 
occupations in accordance with the forecast for economic 
development of the CIS member-states; 

· Setting-up and facilitating the functioning of joint and 
permanent mechanisms for training the specialists for CIS 
member-states; 

· Shaping the suggestions for carting out the common 
principles of the coordinated policy in the field of 
specialists training, upgrading their quality for innovative 
economies if CIS member-states; 

· Ensuring the employers’ participation in defining the 
demand of labor resources, improving the quality of 
education and training, renewing its content, tailored to 
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the forecasting of market demands of CIS member-states, 
organizing the academic and methodology activity; 

· Consolidating and promoting the financial and institutional 
strengthening of the professional training and educations; 

Article 2. Basic notions 

For the purposes of the present Act the following basic terms are 
operated: 

· Certification of students - the procedure of evaluation by 
teaching staff or by specially set-up committee the level of 
coverage by the student a certain part of the learning 
subject (the running certification) or the total volume of 
the learning course (module), attained by a student, or the 
level of attained qualification or professional competence 
upon completion of the training (exit qualification 
certification); 

· Qualification – type and level of occupational readiness of 
a graduating student to fulfilling professional activity or 
continuation of the training; 

· Multi-channel funding- consuming the various levels of 
budgeting, employer’s funds, non-budget resources; 

· Education/training standard – a legal document, 
summarizing the requirements necessary for running the 
education programs for a general, primary (occupational), 
medium (occupational/professional) and higher education 
by institutions. This standard is the basis for an objective 
evaluation the level of training and qualification of the 
graduates regardless the types of acquired training; 

· Employers association – a type of a non-commercial 
organization based on employers’ membership (legal 
entities or individuals); 
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· Internship – (training or in-service) – a type of activity, 
directed to shaping and development of skills and abilities, 
professional competences in the process of fulfilling certain 
work related to a future professional activity; 

· Professional information – a system of measures to inform 
the new employees with the nature of a work in major 
professions, perspective for the development of various 
professions, terms and conditions of the work, 
remuneration, labor market situation, opportunities for 
getting professional training in the training institutions, 
training centres; 

· Professional consulting – rendering help in choosing the 
profession or providing to the interested persons 
corresponding information for settling the problem by 
themselves; 

· Professional education/training – (a) a type of training, 
aimed at attaining by students in the course of acquiring 
professional educational program, skills, abilities and 
competences of a fixed level and volume, allowing to carry 
out labor activity in a certain occupational sphere; (b)  – the 
process of transfer and perception by a student special 
learning information directed to a coverage of knowledge 
and skills, reaching the fixed level of qualification and 
professional competences for a certain professional 
operations within the frames of a certain profession 
(occupation) for doing certain labor functions, type of labor 
activity in a certain occupation (profession); 

· Professional (occupational) standard – a legal act 
demonstrating the content of professional activity of a 
certain type, displaying the requirements to a certain 
qualification of a worker necessary for a certain labor 
activity; 

· Labor market – an acting within a certain economic space 
mechanism of interaction between employers and 
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potential employees for exchange of qualification, 
knowledge, skills, abilities, professional competences for 
salary; 

· Social partnership – a system of relations between 
employees and employers, state bodies, municipal 
institutions, aimed at coordination of interests of 
employers and employees in labor issues regulation, and 
other related issues; 

· Private and state partnership in the system of professional 
education(training) and labor market – a system of 
relations between employers and their associations, 
learning institutions of all levels and its associations, state 
authorities, parties of the social partnerships, and other 
stakeholders state and public associations and 
organizations. 

Article 3. State policy in the field of training tailored to the labor 
market demands 

CIS member-states comprising the common educational space shall 
take necessary economic, legal and institutional measures to ensure 
the following: 

· Promotion of the system of professional education able to 
react promptly to the public demand and labor market 
demands, demography and socio-economic trends of 
respective states; 

· Consolidating the integrity of the professional training 
system and employers in the framework of private and 
state partnership to guarantee decent labor conditions, 
quality education and training, upgrading their 
competitiveness, setting up the system of professional 
training quality control, setting-up the system of 
independent estimation of quality and level of training 
institution, their learning programs, plans and results of 
education, based on a wide media coverage; 
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· Carrying out the permanent monitoring and forecasting 
the demand of specialists and workers based on the labor 
market demands, reflecting the gained results in the 
statistics, informing the persons concerned; 

· Harmonizing of the national qualification frames; 

· Setting up an effective system of occupational information 
and consultations for the young people to promote their 
motivation to labor activity in occupations and professions 
needed for the labor market; 

· Shaping the forecast of labor market demands for trained 
specialists in line with national economic and social plans 
of respective CIS member states; 

· Coordination between CIS member states in training the 
personnel for joint (external) market and internal markets 
of respective states; 

· Promotion of the post-diploma education (training); 

· Setting-up legal, institutional and financial basis for 
functioning of the system of occupational (professional) 
training in industries and services; 

· Supporting the enterprises< institutions and organizations 
in carrying our professional training, retraining, quality 
upgrading; 

· Improving the system of unemployed training tailored to 
needs of labor market; 

CHAPTER 2 -  PRIVATE AND STATE PARTNERSHIP IN TRAINING 
(EDUCATION) SYSTEM TAILORED TO LABOR MARKET DEMANDS 

Article 4. Parties of private and state partnership 

Parties to private and state partnership are as follows: 

· State bodies, state institutions and organizations with 
functions of elaborating the policy for professional training, 
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its legal regulation, public labor and employment; 
managing the state property and rendering state services 
in the field of training and education; control and 
supervision over education, labor and public employment; 

· Municipal bodies having education institutions on its 
territories; 

· Employers and their associations; 

· Training institutions for basic (professional/occupational), 
medium (professional/occupational) higher and post-
graduate professional education and their associations; 

· Trade unions and their federations; 

· Concerned public organizations. 

Article 5. Types of private and state partnership 

A private and state partnership may exist as follows: 

· Collective joint consultations, talks and decision making on 
issues of common interest for the parties of the 
partnership; 

· Approving joint programs for coordinated actions aimed at 
implementing the agreements on issues of training, 
qualification upgrading tailored to labor markets demands; 

· Joint participation of the parties in settling the issues 
emerging while regulating the relations in the system of 
professional training and labor market, including the 
support by Supervisory boards set-up by the education 
institutions with employers to be elected in the above 
boards. 

Article 6. Bodies of private and state partnership 

The bodies of private and state partnership (further on “partnership 
bodies”) are represented by the permanent and temporary 
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committees, set-up by the parties of the private and state 
partnerships upon its resolution and consent to promote 
coordination of actions by the parties of the partnership emerging in 
the field of training, labor and social relations, shaping the 
coordinated programs, control over its implementation. 

Partnership bodies shall initiate working out the proposals aimed at 
improving the national legal base in the sphere of training, legal 
background for national qualification system, professional standard, 
occupations reference books. 

Article 7. Participation of private and state partnership bodies in 
implementation of the policy for the professional training and labor 
market 

In order to shape and implement the policy aimed at ensuring 
coordination of the interests of the education institutions of primary 
(professional), medium (professional), higher and post-diploma 
education, as well as employers, represented by small, medium and 
large businesses and state, partnership bodies shall take part in the 
following: 

· Working out and implementing the draft legal acts and 
socio-economic development programs, and forecasting 
the training provisions in the education system, retraining, 
and qualification upgrade training; 

· Working out the sectoral occupational/professional 
standards, especially for high tech industries; 

· Promoting state and private types and institutional and 
economic mechanisms in managing the system of 
professional training tailored to labor market demands; 

· Updating the content of professional training, introducing 
the algorithm for working out the education programs and 
training modules based on the innovation approaches 
shaped on the base of professional standards; 

· Creating the system of public and professional expertise, 
independent evaluation of the quality of professional 
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training, including the certification of the trainees, and 
evaluation and certification of the graduating students; 

· Promoting the system for teachers and research fellow 
training, and retraining, their qualification upgrading for 
professional education/training; 

· Promoting the system of post-diploma education, in-
service training, professional training for job-seekers 
tailored to labor market demands; 

· Shaping the labor market segments related to public 
employment with regards to the specific economic, 
demographic, ethnic, cultural, social, economic, natural 
and climatic differences; 

The decisions and recommendations, to be approved by the 
respective partnership bodies, subject to mandatory consideration by 
executive and managing authorities in charge of legalizing acts and 
programs for social and economic development. 

CHAPTER 3. ORGANIZING THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING TAILORED 
TO LABOR MARKET DEMANDS 

Article 8. Defining the structure of recruitment of enrolling 
students in organizing the professional training 

 Depending on the level of professional training in CIS member-
states the state bodies shall fix the control figures and elaborate 
recommendations with regards to enrollment of the applicants. 

Article 9. Organizing the trainees’ enrollment 

The partnership parties shall implement the coordinated 
activity related to enrollment of trainees/students in the system 
of primary (professional), medium (professional), higher and 
post diploma (professional) education pursuant to the rules of 
enrollment/recruitment and in line with the control figures for 
particular occupations. 
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Article 10. Target training, professional retraining, specialists’ 
qualification upgrading 

The parties to the partnership shall promote the target training, 
professional retraining and specialists’ qualification upgrade on 
the basis of the contract to be concluded by the employer (the 
Customer), the trainee (potential employee) and the training 
institution. 

The partnership parties shall undertake measures to ensure the 
conditions for trainees’ (students’) internships (practical 
trainings) in line with requirements laid down by the teaching 
plans and programs and applied to employers’ standards; 

Partnership parties shall take measures to organize professional 
training, retraining, qualification upgrade, including enterprise 
internships, tailored to labor market demands; 

Article 11.  Employers’ participation in teaching at training 
institutions 

   Employers and their associations in order to promote contacts 
with the system of professional training, ensuring their 
permanent affecting the quality of training shall take part in the 
teaching work by means of: 

· Working out professional standards, teaching plans and 
programs, shaping the regional components of teaching 
subjects; 

· Joint defining the course and diploma works themes for 
the training students; 

· Lecturing and compiling the manuals and handbooks; 
· Shaping the qualifications requirements for graduating 

primary, medium and higher professional institutions; 
· Entering the membership of the exam qualifying/testing 

committees; 
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The training institutions shall take into consideration the employers’ 
requirements for improving the teaching work, updating the content 
of the teaching institutions. 

Article 12. Joint actions to organize internships for students, 
trainees 

The partnership parties shall do the joint work on the contract basis 
to organize internship for trainees and providing them with extra 
opportunities including employment. 

To have done effectively the parties shall: 

· Nominate as coaches qualified specialists; 
· Conclude contracts to organize and carry out internships; 
· Coordinate internship schedule, expected outcomes, 

internship’s assignments; 
· Provide trainees with work places; 
· Provide secured conditions of work, instruct on the safety 

measures in line with local legislations; 
· Participate in the compiling the estimations/testing 

materials/manuals during the internship for general and 
professional competences; 

· Establish conditions good to obtain full information to proof 
acquired knowledge and skills in line with the selected 
specialization; 

Article 13. Facilitating employment for graduating trainees 

The partnership parties shall: 

· Promote facilitation of employment for trainees graduating the 
professional institutions; 

· Take actions to get quotas for young specialists while entering 
the first employment; 

· Facilitate the setting-up mechanisms to stimulate enterprises 
creating new jobs for young people and persons with limited 
mobility; 
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· Ensure a direct coordination with employment services in 
settling the employment of graduating trainees/students, when 
necessary requalification or creating conditions for self-
employment; 

· Contribute to introduction of the system of statistic accounting 
of the indexes related to employment rates, especially 
employment in accordance with the qualification received; 

Article 14. Setting-up the system for independent evaluation of the 
quality of professional training 

The parties to the partnership shall contribute to promote the system 
of independent evaluation of the quality of professional education by 
means of: 

· Working out the strategy of ensuring the quality of training for 
graduating students; 

· Monitoring and regular overviewing the curriculum; 
· Working out the procedures of evaluation the competences, 

knowledge, skill and practical experience gained by students; 
· Ensuring the quality of competences of the teachers; 
· Working out the universal for CIS member-states system of 

independent evaluation of the quality of professional 
training/education to shape the joint educational space for CIS 
member states; 

· Regular self-evaluation of the education institutions by unified 
criteria, including the analysis of the in terms of correspondence 
of education and labor market demands. 

To meet these ends the parties to the partnership shall establish 
conditions for the promotion of such procedures like a public and 
professional accreditation and rating the education programmes and 
institutions, shall involve public, professional, engineering, 
technological, expert and methodic institutions and associations; 
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CHAPTER 4. ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

Article 15. The parties to the Partnership shall promote economic 
reforms to ensure the development of a multi-channel funding the 
system of professional training tailored to labour market demands 
and the requirements for innovative technological advancement of 

the economy. 

The parties to the partnership shall jointly render assistance in the 
promotion of the piloted economic methods to reach the accessibility 
the quality professional training/education, including: 

· Promoting the mechanism of a multi-channel funding the 
professional training system/education aimed at meeting the 
requirements of the growing economy’s need of highly 
professional personnel/specialists, including engineering staff; 

· Involving the following mechanisms of funding like: local, 
regional and federal budgets; 
Non-budget financial resources like private and legal entities’ 
tuition fees; grants for trainees/students; specialized target 
funds to promote the professional training; trusteeship 
institutions to support the education institutions aimed at 
carrying out the sponsored project; 

· Setting up the system of permanent search for resources to 
carry out education projects. 
 

Article 16. Stimulation and tax relief measures for professional  
   training/education 

 
The parties regulating the relations on the labour market and within 
the professional training system shall promote the stimulation 
measures and tax preferences for investors doing business in 
education and training domain, introducing the tax reliefs to 
institutions, individual entrepreneurs, creating jobs for young 
specialists graduating the education institutions. 
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 The parties to the Partnership shall initiate the suggestions as 
follows: 

- To exclude the taxable costs, amount the money spent for 
training the students fixed in the contracts between the 
employer and employee; 

- To introduce tax free property and investments by employers 
doing business in education and training, including the amounts 
of money used for purchasing the innovative equipment, as well 
as expenses done for teachers’ qualification upgrading, setting 
up the target chairs/departments and training institutions, 
manuals printing and publishing; 

- Setting up specialized foundation to promote professional 
education/training;  

Article 17. Professional education/training facilities 

Parties to the partnership shall attach priority to the promotion of 
facilities of professional education/training by integrating the 
perspective innovation programmes to advance the respective 
industries by means of attracting budget and non-budget 
investments. 

Education institution’s facilities should be adequate to the 
requirements of top quality specialists training system and provide all 
types of disciplinary and transdisciplinary subjects, labs, students’ 
practical research work prescribed by education standards, 
programmes/curricula and teaching plans. Universities’ facilities 
should be based on the modern IT technologies, distant learning 
instruments, techno-parks, business incubators, labs, including 
computer and multimedia technologies stimulating creative research 
abilities for further exploitation in innovative economy by students. 

Adopted at the 38-th plenary session of the Inter-Parliamentary Assembly 
of CIS Member States (Regulation No. 38-9 dated November 23, 2012) 
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Annex 3. 
Some particulars on the functioning of career centers at Russian 

HEIs 
 

   Moscow Higher School of Economics 
Career Development Centre (CDC). The aim 
of CDC is to help students and graduates of 
the University in the right building careers 

and employment. CDC was established in 2002 as a student 
organization, in 2006 it became part of HSE career management and 
alumni Department, and in 2009 it became an autonomous 
subdivision of the HSE. The main activities of the Center for career 
development are: organizing the career events, advising students on 
career issues, employment of HSE students on internships and 
employment of HSE graduates for full-time work, conducting 
research on the youth labour market. CDC cooperates with more than 
800 Russian and foreign companies, including Sberbank, VTB 24, Citi, 
Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, Gazpromneft-SM, 
IBM, Rosneft, Google, Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola, Ernst & Young, 
Mercedes-Benz, Bloomberg, McKinsey, Russia Ministry of economic 
development, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of industry and trade. 
Centre regularly holds joint events with these and other companies-
employers: presentations, workshops, master classes, trainings, 
business games, etc. There is a permanent update of new job 
vacancies for HSE students and graduates. CDC holds job fairs on a 
twice a year basis, internship programmes recruitment fairs and 
"Careers in Summer" Internship Forum – annually, as well as career 
days in various spheres and round tables with representatives of 
partner companies.  
 E-mail: career@hse.ru 
 

   MGIMO (Moscow State International 
Relations University) career center — unit for 

information providing the entrants for building their successful 
career, professional growth and development. It coordinates the 
interaction of employers with students and graduates of the MGIMO 
and specialists in the areas of international economics, finance, 

mailto:career@hse.ru
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international business, marketing, management, international public, 
private and financial law, media and politics. 

  
Moscow Lomonosov  State University. Faculty 
of Economics Employment assistance service   

E-mail: job.econ@msu.ru.  
The service offers the following directions of interaction: information 
about vacancies and internships for students and graduates of the 
Faculty; guides Master students within internship opportunities; 
holds presentations, master classes, workshops for the benefit of the 
potential employers; informs partners about collaborative research 
projects involving students, etc. 
  

 Moscow Power Engineering Institute Career 
Centre offers a wide range of job and internship 
opportunities. The Centre provides information on 
job vacancies for undergraduate, graduate and post-
graduate students on part-time basis in the field of 

energy, heat engineering, IT, management, economics, etc. Career 
Center has successful work experience  with companies: Rosenergo, 
Mosenergo, Samsung Electronics, Siemens, Philips, Danfoss, 
Schneider-Electric, General Electric, Robert GmbH, KPMG, PwC, 
Schlumberger. 
 

 
 PLEKHANOV Russian Economic Academy Career 
Development Centre (CDC)  
CDC offers its services to students’ internship and 
employment. During the academic year, CDC holds 

career days, practical lectures, master classes, and other career 
events. CDC collaborates with more than 300 Russian and foreign 
partners like FMCG, Retail and others. Various employment 
information is available at www.job.rea.ru: calendar of events, 
current vacancies and internships, career news;  
 

mailto:job.econ@msu.ru
http://www.job.rea.ru
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 "STANKIN" Moscow Polytech University Centre for 
Student Employment (CSE) offers its services: 
 

· Searching for potential partners looking for young 
specialists;  

· Placing vacancies database on its homepage;  
· holding job fairs for students and graduates, participating in 

intercollegiate events dealing with employment and career 
guidance;  

· providing presentations of companies interested in hiring 
students and graduates;  

· providing part-time employment for students;  
· collaborating with industrial enterprises to set up joint research 

projects and internships; 
· connections with the Moscow state employment services and 

recruiting agencies.  
Site: www.stankin.ru 

 
 Russian State University of Humanities (RSUH) 
Employment assistance service for students and 
graduates  

RSUH Services for students and graduates: 
· information about vacancies;  
· psychological counseling;  
· employment and internship recommendations;  
· labour market current vacancies;  
· career events at the University. 

Site: http://job.rggu.ru;  
 

http://www.stankin.ru
http://job.rggu.ru;
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 Moscow State University of Design and 
Technology Center for employment of the 
graduates   
 
 Center provides information and consulting 
services:  

- job fairs, career days, open door days of different companies, 
seminars, trainings, etc.;   
- direct vacancies from the companies and organizations interested 
in graduates  
- job search methods, labour market trends, the basic requirements 
of employers, employers’ presentation events: lectures, seminars, 
trainings on employment, career planning and development;  
Site http://www.mgudt.ru/. 
 

 
All-Russia State Tax Academy under Russia Ministry of 
Finance   
Division for the promotion of employment   

Key functions: 

· setting up vacancies database; 
· collaborating with social partners and stakeholders: municipal 

state employment services, public NGOs, etc.; 
· bridging students and World of Work; 
· initiating employment contracts and internship agreements 

with stakeholders; 
 

 Moscow Institute of electronic technologies (MIET) 
 Division for student internship and employment  
 offers the following services:   

· access to local employers’ databases;  
· expanding stakeholders’ partnerships; 

http://www.mgudt.ru/
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· supporting student part-time employment; 
· linking University chairs/departments and World of Work; 
· holding carrier events (job fairs, career days, study tours to 

enterprises and organizations, presentations by employers, 
etc.). 

E-mail: cjob@miee.ru, cjob@inbox.ru  
 

Moscow Physics and Technology University  
  Carrier Centre  provides: 

· Organizing carrier guidance events, workshops, annual job 
fairs, employers and stakeholders contacts; 

· supporting and promoting electronic services for effective 
interaction between students and employers: creating and 
editing resumes, searching and placing vacancies; 

· interacting with clients and partners of Career center, as well 
as monitoring and selecting student munity, necessary for 
potential employers. 

 E-mail: career@phystech.edu  
 

  
Russia People Friendship University (RUDN), 
Moscow Center for employment of students and 
graduates  
  
The main objective of the Centre is to provide 
information and advice for students and graduates 

to build their successful careers, professional development and 
growth. 
http://job.rudn.ru/ 
E-mail: work-rudn@office.rudn.ru 
 

mailto:cjob@miee.ru
mailto:cjob@inbox.ru
mailto:career@phystech.edu
http://job.rudn.ru/
mailto:work-rudn@office.rudn.ru
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Russia Economic School (RESH), Moscow Career 
development centre:   
set up to develop students and graduates’ motivation 

to career planning and building, and assist in adapting to a modern 
labour market and promoting student potential. 
The basic directions of activity of the CDC: 

· Promoting students employment and adapting them to real. 
· Cooperation with companies-employers of various forms of 

ownership. 
· Cooperation with the labour offices and career centers of 

colleges and universities. 
· Establish and maintain liaison with recruiting companies and 

employment centers. 
· Development and maintenance of a "feedback" with alumni.  
· Analytical work.  
· An active advertising campaign. 

 
 Research Technical University "Moscow Institute of 
Steel and Alloys"  

Student Resources Department as part of its 
activities: 

· organizes and controls accounting and personnel records of 
students; 

· prepares contracts with payment of tuition costs, controls the 
execution of terms and conditions of the agreement and shall 
keep a record of receipt of tuition; 

· assists in finding jobs and employers for undergraduate 
students and graduates. 

Site: http://rabota.misis.ru/ 
 

http://rabota.misis.ru/
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 Career Development Center of Moscow City 
Pedagogical University  

The main activities of the Center: 

· implementing a set of measures aimed at professional 
adaptation and enhancement of students’ and graduates’ 
competitiveness; 

· advising them the ways of vocational and personal 
development, employment and career opportunities; 

· organizing of strategic networking with employers and social 
partners. 

http://www.mgpu.ru/subdivision.php?subdivision=507. 
E-mail: careeraMGPU@yandex.ru 
 

 Moscow State University of Civil Engineering.  
Employment agency "KASKA": 
· ensures the successful cooperation with 

stakeholders;  
· offers additional adaptation courses for beginners, staff 

evaluation, optimization of incentive systems and additional 
training for plant personnel. At each stage of this process, the 
responsible staff recruitment agency has full professional 
support for students, graduates and clients. 

Site: www.kaska.mgsu.ru 
E-mail: kaska@mgsu.ru 
 

Academy of Labour and Social Relations, Moscow (ALSR) 
Centre for Facilitation of Student Employment  
 Organizing and Information services: 
· Setting up Alumni Club to establish, maintain and promote 
effective partner relations with ex-ALSR alumni - acting 

executives; 
· Providing sustainable contact with priority partners to shape an 

effective e-database;  

http://www.mgpu.ru/subdivision.php?subdivision=507
mailto:careeraMGPU@yandex.ru
http://www.kaska.mgsu.ru
mailto:kaska@mgsu.ru
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· Setting up a student portfolio database available for employers on 
ALSR site; 

· Organizing networking opportunities for students and employers 
(master-classes, webinars, presentations, workshops, etc.); 

· Monitoring the labour market situations for ALSR graduates;  
· Participating in city job fairs, advertising events; 
· Collaborating with local municipalities, other stakeholders affecting 

the labour market situation for student employment and internship; 
 

Annex 4  

List of Russian scholars studied UBC problems 

Studies and 
researches  

Some Russian scientists in these directions 

Human recourses 
development 

Andreev S.V., Volgin N.A., Bazadze N.G., 
Genkin B.M., Gilmanov A.Z., Gritsenko N.N., 
Dzhurabaev K.T., Davydov A.V., Zhuravlev P.V., 
Zdravomyslov A.G., Kalatceva L.L., Kapterev 
A.I., Kolosova R.P., Samrailova Y.K., Shatalova 
N.I., Khlopova T.V. 

Labour market 
and educational 
services market 
cooperation 

Apokin A.Y., Berezin L.Y., Vasilyev V.N., 
Grigoryev S.G., Gurtov V.A., Dubovsky S.V., 
Grinshkun V.V., Grishina T.V., Kiselev A.F., 
Kolemaev V.A., Korovkin A.G., Lebedinskaya 
E.V., Matveev V.A., Pitukhin E.A., Savelyev A.Y, 
Sazonov B.A., Sigova S.V. 

Labour market 
and competences 
fostering  

Arapov M.V., Grebnev L.M., Yegorov A.A., 
Yesenkin B.S., Larionova M.V., Maysuradze Y.F., 
Porshnev A.G., Saburov Y.F., Bulanov V.S., 
Volgin N.A., Genkin B.M., Yelovikov L.A., Zhukov 
A.L., Kibanov A.Y., Kokin A.S., Kuzmina N.N., 
Kyazimov K.G., Pankrukhin A.P., Polovinko V.S., 
Rofe A.I., Remorenko I.M., Rudenko G.G. 

 


